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Power electronic converters (PECs) play a vital role in the power industry, in particular, 
in solar photovoltaic energy systems. Damage to any single PEC component either 
reduces the efficiency of the entire system or causes it to malfunction. Thermal stress 
from switching devices used in PECs is a major contributor to failures in those systems. 
Most commonly used condition-monitoring techniques are based on intrusive 
electrical and thermal measurements. Therefore, there is a timely need for non-
intrusive, non-contact and reliable monitoring techniques that can detect failures at an 
early stage.  
The aim of this work is to assess the possibility of extracting useful condition-related 
information using thermal and acoustic characteristics of power electronic devices 
(PEDs) under different operation conditions.  
First, a 3-D finite element model was developed to gain clear understanding of thermal 
and acoustical characteristics of PEC components. Second, the outcomes of the 
derived model were validated using experimental setups. The thermo-acoustic 
behaviour of this model was explained, by applying equations relating to heat and 
acoustic diffusion over the converter geometry through the semiconductor layers of 
the electrical contacts. Operational, environmental and loading effects on the 
generated acoustic signals were studied in detail both in time and frequency domains. 
Results showed that the measured acoustic signals are observable and the 
accumulated signal is significantly visible and detectable even at high frequency (about 
300 kHz). The peaks of the measured signals at the transition instance of the PWM 
proved to be an important element for predicting acoustic and thermal behaviour, 
which was validated by a referenced temperature sensor. Thus, the electro-thermal 
temperature can be relayed to an effective monitoring system, making future 
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1  Introduction  
1.1 Background to the research 
With rapidly increasing rates of population growth and economic development, the 
possibility of an imminent energy crisis and the need to mitigate the effects of global 
warming are both seen as pressing contemporary concerns. These dual threats of 
energy depletion and environmental pollution have placed the development of other 
methods for harvesting renewable energy resources at the centre of public interest 
and concern. One of those methods is the solar photovoltaic (PV) energy system. The 
solar PV systems generate DC electricity as a result of absorption of sun photons on 
the solar PV array without any emissions. A DC-DC converter is used in order to utilise 
this DC electricity to charge batteries. Moreover, an inverter can be optimised to 
convert DC power to AC, and this can be used to supply local loads or, alternatively, 
redirected back to the utility company (Chen, 2013). 
In general, power electronic devices (PEDs) as shown in Figure ‎1-1  are widely used to 
convert and control electrical power and to switch devices. In the PV solar system, the 
power electronic interface performs two major duties. Firstly, conversion of the DC 
voltage produced into a proper AC current, which can be used for domestic purposes. 
The second is to regulate the terminal conditions for the PV modules, which helps to 
monitor the maximum power point to maximize the energy produced (Blaabjerg et al., 
2004a). This needs to be achieved at the highest possible efficiency due to the 
variations between winter and summer, morning and noon. In addition, another of the 
main benefits of using PEDs is the high efficiency of the switching mode of the power 
conversion, which is about 96-99%, resulting in electricity savings. Furthermore, PEDs 




(Shinde et al., 2009) and they also facilitate the interconnection of the DC output of 
the PV system to the load or grid, which incorporates DC-DC-AC and DC-AC-AC 
conversion.  
When using the off-grid PV system batteries are needed to successfully manage the 
demand for energy at night time. Blocking diodes are utilised to protect the battery 








Figure ‎1-1 Classification of some medium- and high-power semiconductors (Chen, 2013) 
 
Power electronic converters (PECs) play a vital role in power electronic systems and 
damage to any single component can either reduce the efficiency of the entire system 
or cause it to malfunction. DC-DC conversion has been used to cover the demands of 
obtaining stable characteristics for DC voltage and current without irradiance 
fluctuations. Several non-isolated DC-DC converters have been used to achieve this 
objective such as buck, buck-boost, boost and Cúk topologies with appropriate 
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modifications. These have been used to maintain the required voltage and current and 
also enhance the overall output power efficiency.  
In particular, the performance of the PV system has been largely dependent on solar 
irradiance, temperature and conversion efficiency. Although there are many 
advantages to using these PV systems, their performance can be badly affected by 
external factors (in particular, adverse weather conditions) which results in the PV 
system breaking down, causing electricity supply outages and financial losses. The 
thermal behaviour and electrical stresses of switching devices used in PECs are major 
contributors to failures in those systems  
Therefore, there is a high demand for non-intrusive, efficient and reliable monitoring 
techniques that can distinguish any potential failures at an early stage. Commonly used 
condition-monitoring techniques are based on intrusive measurements involving 
electrical and thermal variables. Hence, there is a need for more powerful, remote 
monitoring strategies. 
This research examines the feasibility of extracting useful condition-related 
information using the measured acoustic signals generated by PECs. A warning system 
using this acoustic emission technique could be integrated into any existing circuit, 
automatically sending data online to notify the system operator that degraded power 
modules require servicing, before any other device within the power module fails. 
This introductory chapter provides the background to this research. It examines the 
growing need for structures producing renewable energy, and then describes 
development of PV cells and of solar energy systems. It then briefly explains the 




role is likely to expand with the growing trend towards distributed energy resource 
systems which will integrate renewable energy. Following this introduction, the aims 
and objectives of the research are presented.  A chapter by chapter overview of the 
structural organization and contents of this thesis concludes this introductory chapter. 
1.2 Renewable energy systems  
Currently, the greatest part of the production of world energy continues to come from 
the use of fossil fuels, such as oil, coal, and natural gas. Data from the organisation 
Carbon Brief based on statistics on world energy provided by BP (see Figure ‎1-2) 
indicates that in 2014, fossil fuels (oil, coal and natural gas) accounted for a share of 
just over 86% of the world demand for energy (Evans, 2015). Renewable energy 
sources, including wind, hydro, solar and other renewable sources (i.e. geothermal, 
biomass, biofuels, wave and tidal energy) were responsible for providing 9.3% of global 
total energy needs. 
 
Figure ‎1-2 Percentage contributions of energy sources in 2014 (Source: Evans, 2015) 
 
However, while world energy demands rise continuously, global resources of fossil 
fuels continue to decline, making them ever more difficult and more expensive to 




the year 2030 if consumption patterns are not substantially changed, it is necessary to 
start searching for alternative sources to resolve this problem (Evans, 2015). Whilst 
some consider nuclear energy to be a viable alternative, in addition to the potential 
environmental and health risks this may pose, the initial financial investment required 
is beyond the reach of many developing countries and emerging economies.  
The preferred solution for electricity generation would involve a source of energy that 
is renewable, low-cost, and also minimally polluting, given that environmental 
protection and the particularly the need to reduce CO2 emissions is now also an issue 
of major global concern. For this reason, there has been growing interest in exploring 
the possibilities of decreasing dependency on fossil fuels by integrating alternative 
energy sources that rely on sun, wind or water, since these appear to offer the 
inexhaustible and easily exploitable energy which may serve as being a key component 
for the economic future of countries globally (EIA, 2016). To date, however, the 
penetration of solar energy into the renewable energy mix has made limited progress. 
There are various reasons for this. The main disadvantage of solar energy is that it is 
affected by environmental conditions. The effectiveness of PV power systems depends 
on geographical location, weather conditions, and levels of solar irradiance (Assad, 
2010). Microclimatic conditions vary considerably across the globe and when weather 
conditions are hostile, the amount of power that can be provided by the panels can be 
substantially reduced. However, as discussed later, this problem can be resolved by 
the installation of a battery-type storage device that is able to power the network 
during these periods, together with other systems such as sun and maximum power 
trackers. In addition, the orientation of the PV array and its tilt angle can also help 




Solar energy could be increasingly valuable and central in the contemporary electric 
power energy mix. The incidence of radiation energy by the sun across global land 
masses has been estimated at 219,000,000 billion kWh per year, corresponding to 
2500-fold of current world energy demands (TramStore21, 2012). Harrabin (2015) 
estimates that even in the UK with its variable levels of solar irradiance, solar energy 
would be capable of providing 4% of its electricity needs by 2020. It is interesting to 
note that even though Saudi Arabia still has vast reserves of oil, as part of its Saudi 
Arabia Vision 2030 policy paper, the Saudi government is now making major new 
investments in renewable energy, in particular PV systems, as part of its commitment 
to reduce global greenhouse emissions and to begin to address its economic 
dependency on hydrocarbons (Almasoud and Gandayh, 2015; Borgmann, 2016 ). 
With their potential to provide clean energy, solar energy systems can play a vital role 
in helping governments to meet their targets to reduce greenhouse gases and reduce 
global CO2 emissions. Solar energy has a number of major advantages when compared 
with fossil fuels or nuclear energy. Firstly, it is a renewable energy source that is non-
polluting and does not produce waste or harmful gases. Secondly, it can be installed 
and used safely and comfortably anywhere as long as there is sunlight. The major 
advantages associated with PV power systems in comparison to wind turbines is that 
they do not produce noise and have few, if any, mechanical parts. In relative terms, 
they also require less maintenance and have a higher degree of reliability (Ravishankar 




1.3 Solar energy systems 
Solar energy systems can be broadly divided into two categories: thermal and electrical 
energy. The latter system can be stand-alone or grid-connected but both are reliant on 
the use of PV technology. 
1.3.1 Thermal solar energy systems  
These systems rely on different kinds of collectors to gather the solar energy which in 
turn has a variety of potential uses. Typically, thermal solar energy systems are used to 
supply hot water or to provide heating in a domestic setting, often as a supplementary 
source.  
 
Figure ‎1-3: Solar Thermal System (source: Tramstore21, 2012) 
As Figure ‎1-3 illustrates, a solar thermal energy system consists of three main 
components: the solar collector (fitted on the roof of the building), storage technology 
(such as a boiler) and a solar regulator system (such as a temperature difference 
control). The solar collector is the prime component in the solar thermal system since 
its function is linked to the conversion of sunlight into heat by absorbing solar 
radiation. Two principal kinds of collectors are utilised. The first of these is the 




which contains an outer and an inner glass tube. A vacuum exists between these two 
tubes to limit the amount of heat loss. Each glass tube contains a solar absorber. The 
second type, the flat-plate collector, comprises a box with a glass or plastic cover on 
top and a solar absorber made of copper piping located at the bottom. Both the 
bottom and the sides are insulated. The evacuated-tube collector is more expensive to 
manufacture but is also highly efficient and frequently used in colder climates (ESTIF, 
2014). 
The heat absorbed from the sun by the copper tubing in the solar collector is then 
transmitted to the water running through the collectors, as shown in Figure ‎1-3. When 
this water becomes warmer than that in the storage tank, the control unit triggers the 
pump, pumping it through the heat exchanger, keeping heat loss to a minimum. The 
exchanger then transfers this heat into the domestic hot water storage tank. The 
resulting circuit water, which has now been cooled, is pumped to the collector with the 
cycle repeated once more. To minimise heat loss, the space between the collector and 
the storage tank must be kept close. Where the solar thermal heat is deficient, the 
process is able to utilise a secondary heat exchanger within the boiler to heat more 
water. This is commonly required in colder climates (ESTIF, 2014). A so-called drain-
back system can also be fitted to improve durability, safety and reliability and this 
protects the system against the boiler overheating or the collector freezing (ESTIF, 
2014). 
1.3.2 Electrical solar energy systems  
Electrical solar energy systems can be used to provide electrical power by directly 




cells that directly transfer solar energy into electricity. This type of system is known as 
PV or CPV when concentrated solar energy is used.  
1.3.2.1 A brief overview of PV cell development 
The first observation of the PV effect in solids can be dated to 1876, when two 
scientists, Adams and Day, discovered that when sunlight strikes selenium, a semi-
conductor material, photo-generation of electrical current occurs. However, since this 
effect was so small in this element, having a conversion efficiency of approximately 
1%, their discovery was not thought to have any practical applications, particularly 
since fossil fuels were relatively cheap and plentiful (Luque and Hegedus, 2011). 
According to Dunlop (2009), contemporary photovoltaics began in 1954 when 
researchers working at Bell Laboratories in the United States discovered by chance 
that when the lighting in the room was on, p-n junction diodes generated a voltage. In 
less than twelve months, they succeeded in producing a selenium p-n junction solar 
cell that was 6% efficient. Other scientists at the Wright Patterson US Air Force Base 
published results of their own research in the same year, having produced a thin-film 
hetero-junction solar cell based on copper sulphide (CuS)/cadmium sulphide (CdS), 
with a similar efficiency level. The cell sets the foundations for the later thin-film solar 
cell. Five years later, Hoffman Electronics was able to raise efficacy of the selenium PV 
cells to 10%.  
In the late 1950s, there was increasing interest in PV cell design from military scientists 
as it was realised that this had potential as a power source for use in satellite 
technology and this remained their major application throughout the 1960s and 1970s 




increased, as they began to be incorporated into small-scale electrical devices such as 
solar-powered watches and calculators. PV cells also began to be used in programmes 
of rural electrification, in an attempt to help provide access to small amounts of power 
to inhabitants of remote villages that still remained off-grid (Luque and Hegedus, 
2011). 
In the 1970s, dramatic rises in oil prices were imposed by the Arab countries of OPEC 
which led to a global energy crisis. Governments of oil-importing nations began to 
realize the limitations of conventional energy sources and to grasp the need to begin 
searching for alternative energy sources for the sake of national security. This led to 
growing support for research on solar PV technology and its potential applications. As 
a result, PV technology made rapid progress and investment in solar energy plants 
began to rise (Hodge, 2010). 
In the 1980s, the use of PV systems gradually began to accelerate. Following the 
signing of the Kyoto Protocol (December 1997), which obligated signatory states to 
agree on emission limits governing the so-called greenhouse gases, this trend 
continued with swift growth in this area accompanied by an increased production of 
solar energy across the globe multiplied nearly twenty-fold during the first decade of 
the twenty-first century (Hodge, 2010). Current efforts are focused on enhancing 
competitiveness and performance of solar panels, whilst simultaneously minimising 
costs. Much of this research has focussed on developing the materials used to 
manufacture PV cells and on studying methods of enhancing performance of panel cell 




1.3.2.2 Grid-connected vs. stand-alone PV solar energy systems  
Researchers have studied two main systems for delivering electricity using the PV 
system: the grid-connected PV system and the stand-alone PV system (Maammeur et 
al., 2017). 
The major benefit of using the grid-connected PV system over the stand-alone PV 
system is that the former system can be used without the need for batteries to store 
electricity, which substantially reduces the cost of energy production. PV systems 
linked to the grid can de sub-divided into three main groups: small systems used for 
private purposes in domestic settings (generating 1–5 KW), medium systems for 
commercial, industrial, and big building purposes (10–250 KW), and big system PV 
power plants for centralised production (100 KW–5 MW) (Castro et al., 2005). 
A stand-alone or off-grid PV solar energy system is a self-contained set of 
interconnected components used for converting solar irradiance directly into 
electricity and is capable of operating autonomously, since it functions independently 
of the electricity grid. This system is ultimately completely reliant on solar energy with 
just a battery backup (Guda and Aliyu, 2015). 
As Figure ‎1-4 illustrates, this type of system usually consists of the PV array, a battery 





Figure ‎1-4: Components of a stand-alone PV power system  
 
In grid-connected systems, the owner is able to use the electricity generated or it can 
be fed into the utility grid. In numerous countries, a tariff is paid for feeding this 
unused electricity into the grid. In their comparison of the strengths and weaknesses of 
the two systems, Howler and Fleisher (2015) identify the following points. In a stand-
alone system, any excess electricity typically charges the batteries, which once fully 
charged any surplus electricity will be lost. In a grid-connected system, there is no 
waste since all the excess in PV-produced electricity can be used. This will allow this 
energy to be used in distributed energy systems which are likely to become an 
increasing feature of the future energy landscape. 
The reduced number of components in a grid-connected PV system means this is less 




needed, batteries or charge controllers are not necessary. The lead acid batteries 
required for storage to secure the necessary autonomy for a stand-alone system are 
expensive and significantly add to the cost of such systems. In addition, these batteries 
have a limited lifetime which cannot always be easily ascertained (Layadi et al., 2015). 
Also, depending on the start-up power required, the inverter may need to be oversized 
to cope with the start-up load also adding to costs. Grid-connected solar energy 
systems are also more reliable if there are likely to be prolonged periods of low 
irradiation, for example during bad weather. A stand-alone system is completely 
reliant on PV power and the storage could run out in a battery-operated stand-alone 
system.  
One important advantage of a stand-alone system is that being independent from the 
grid ensures that it can still be used during power black outs which may occur 
frequently in some developing countries and emerging economies, particularly at 
times of peak demand.  
1.4 The role of power electronics in solar PV systems 
Figure ‎1-5 demonstrates a schematic diagram of connection of a PV load to the PV 
terminal using a DC-DC buck-boost converter. The primary goal of this converter 
involves matching the load impedance with the source impedance of the PV system in 
order to deliver maximum power efficiency. The link between the input and output 
variables of the DC-DC buck-boost converter can be calculated using the following 






 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = −𝑑 ∗ 𝑉𝑃𝑉 (1.1) 






























d is a linear control variable between Vout and VPV, 
D is the duty cycle, 
RL is the output load resistance of DC/DC buck-boost converter, 
SL is the slope of load line, 
VPV, IPV are voltage and current of PV module, and 
Vout, Iout are output voltage and current of DC/DC buck-boost converter. 
 





It would be helpful to consider the role of power electronics in‎today’s‎arena‎and the 
changing environment in which grid-connected solar PV energy systems will operate in 
generating energy, feeding any excess energy into distributed energy resource systems 
(Molinas, 2016). 
As described above, a solar PV system changes energy produced by sunlight into 
electrical current via PV effects. Solar panels can effectively adapt to demand through 
being connected in series or parallel, providing one clear strength of power electronics. 
If two individual solar panels are not identical, a DC-DC converter can be used to 
improve overall efficiency. 
Multiple solar cells are connected inside modules. These modules are then wired 
together to form arrays and linked to a DC converter and an inverter (AC), thus 
ensuring that power is produced at the desired voltage and, in the case of AC, at the 
desired frequency phase, too.  
PV systems can be organised into several configurations, each having a basic power 
electronics interface to convert the DC power produced by the arrays to AC electricity, 
thus allowing connection both to the grid and for individual consumer use. PV modules 
can be connected serially and/or in parallel, which are in turn, connected to a 
centralized DC/AC converter. One option for connecting string-array PV panels to the 
grid through a single inverter per string is the use of series of PV panels. A third 
possible configuration involves PV strings with a DC-DC converter plus an inverter as a 
means of offering the possibility of maximum power point tracking (MPPT) for 





Utility interactive DC converters contain electronic components that require a 
monitoring procedure in order to ensure the prevention of damage to any electronic 
components and to stop them from breaking down. Research efforts are currently 
focused on improving the dependability of power electronic systems to enable they 
are more widely available, are long lasting and sufficiently robust, and have low 
maintenance costs.  
PV panels are utilised to gather and produce the solar energy which is conditioned by 
embedded PECs. These systems have non-linear current-voltage (I-V) characteristics 
and the potential degree of maximum power relies on environmental influences such 
as temperature and irradiance. An example of irradiance level variation over 24-hours 
in the UK can be seen in Figure ‎1-6. Weather variations of this type can also cause 
temperature variation-based stress for the PECs which negatively affects them, 






Figure ‎1-6: Sample irradiance profile for UK (source: WAO, 2016)  
 
The maximum power point changes on the I-V curve of the PV systems as the 




from the solar panels, MPPT techniques are used i.e. incremental conductance and 
perturb and observe methods. These methods regulate the switching patterns of the 
PECs to adjust the operating voltage of the PV to the MPPT point. 
 
Figure ‎1-7: Maximum power point variation as irradiance level varies 
A fault diagnosis technique using power from a semiconductor device could serve as a 
target monitoring device that would provide important information based on its 
operating characteristics. The operator of the system could be notified, in advance, of 
the need to service the degraded power modules, long before any other device within 
the power module fails.  
It is worth noting also that Blaabjerg et al. (2004a) referred to power electronics as the 
key enabling technology for grid integration of renewable energy sources, pointing to 
an idea that has emerged recently as a promising way of meeting growing needs for 
electric power is known as the distributed energy resource (DER) system. Distributed 




small to medium-sized power plants rather than relying on a reduced number of large 
capacity plants (Molinas, 2016). As a system, it represents several advantages. In 
addition to increasing the resilience of the power grid, transmission distances are 
reduced and consequently so are losses. This also means that the voltage that is 
needed for efficient transmission can be lower. From the consumer perspective, it 
provides a wider choice of energy systems, enhances the reliability of supply and 
would allow users to access alternative less expensive power sources during peak price 
periods (Kroposki et al., 2006).  
If the terms of the Kyoto Protocol are to be met, renewable energy that has been 
produced from natural sources, including solar PV power, will also need to be 
incorporated into distributed energy resource (DER) systems (Molinas, 2016). 
Regardless of the type of renewable energy application that is employed, the control 
and communication capabilities of power electronics will be the key coupling 
technology that will enable the efficient use and widespread adoption of DER systems. 
The advent of extremely reliable power electronics will make it economically feasible 
to couple even domestic scale co-generation equipment to the electric grid, including 
solar-generated power systems (Delfino and Procopio, 2008), thus introducing new 
possibilities for providing ancillary services. In addition, recent advances in power 
electronics will help to mitigate the previous concerns of electric companies about the 
safety and quality of domestic surplus energy being sold back to them (Delfino and 
Procopio, 2008).  
1.5 Parameters affecting the efficiency of semiconductor devices 
The environmental and economic aims of PV power plants have been critical in the in-




in the global demand for stand-alone PV systems represents a key element in 
increasing the demand for in-depth performance analysis of the output power of solar 
cells and providing a greater insight into the main elements determining output 
efficiency. Three main parameters are acknowledged in affecting the performance of a 
PV system: PV module degradation, shadows, and the influence of ambient conditions 
affecting solar irradiance and leading to a reduction in the output power as a result, for 
instance, dust gathering on the PV module surface (Ketjoy and Konyu, 2014). 
1.5.1 Dust deposition 
The electricity generated from the sun can be delivered to individual house roofs, to 
the front windows of big buildings, or to large plants of solar cells that cover hundreds 
of acres. Usually, standard test conditions (STC) for measuring solar cells are adopted 
by the manufacturers. The common industry standard used to show the performance 
of PV modules specifies a cell temperature of 25°C, a solar irradiance intensity of 1000 
W/m2 with an air mass (AM) of 1.5 (Kalogirou, 2013). Measuring the solar cells 
according to STC is reliable in a factory setting. However, the external conditions in a 
normal environment, such as dust, temperature, rain, and snow, could all influence the 
performance of PV devices. 
PV power plants are negatively impacted when the electricity produced by a PV system 
decreases. Pavan et al. (2011) investigated this impact on 1MW PV power plant in 
Italy. Polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) was used at this plant, and the study was 
conducted from June to October. The results showed that there was a degradation in 
performance of 6.9% as a result of dust settling on the PV power plant (Pavan et al., 
2011). When Kaldellis and Fragos (2011) compared the output performance of a fully 




considerable deterioration of up to 27% energy reduction per hour or a 1.5% efficiency 
decrease in absolute terms. 
Bonkaney et al. (2017) compared the impact of cloud cover and the accumulation of 
dust on the performance of a PV module in Niamey, during the period from June to 
August 2015. The results of their study confirmed that cloud cover and the 
accumulation of dust both significantly affected PV module performance. The impact 
of cloud cover is immediate, with a decrease in output power for a short time, with a 
long-term effect being observed on output power stemming from dust accumulation 
(Bonkaney et al., 2017). When dust accumulates on the top surface of the solar panel it 
decreases transparency, resulting in a decrease in the amount of time that sunlight is 
able to reach the surface of the PV panel. This leads to a significant decrease in the 
output efficiency of the solar cell. 
An analysis of dust deposition on solar module processing was carried out by 
Mazumder et al. (2002). They concluded that a number of dust-related factors can 
substantially affect the performance of PV panels, including dust particle size, the 
shape and distribution of the dust, deposition mechanisms, and the orientation of the 
dust (Mazumder et al., 2002). 
Tilt angle can also contribute noticeably to the performance of PV panels in dusty 
conditions (Darwish et al., 2013). An early study conducted by Sayigh et al. (1985) in 
Kuwait City examined the relationship between the tilt angle and the dust deposition 
in relation to the glass plates. They found a significant reduction in the transmittance 
of the plate from 64% to 17% for tilt angles in a range between 00 and 600 after 




materials was conducted by Nahar and Gupta (1990) in India, examining the influence 
of dust and tilt on transmittance. They found that the transmittance of glass was 
reduced with a corresponding increase in the tilt angle, and the transmittances were 
19.7%, 13.81%, and 5.67% for tilt angles of 00, 450, and 900 respectively. This study also 
confirmed that the type of glass material used has a significant impact on the 
accumulation of dust. More recently, after checking the transmittance of glass plates 
in various environmental conditions, Hegazy (2001) confimed that solar transmittance 
degradation and the performance of PV devices is linked to the tilt angle (Hegazy, 
2001).  
1.5.2 Effects of temperature on PV devices 
The effect of temperature on the performance of PV devices is of particular interest to 
many researchers. The main parameters of PV devices (i.e. maximum current, 
maximum power, open circuit voltage, and short circuit current) were calculated with 
the temperature coefficients by Kroposki et al. (2006). Using a cadmium telluride 
(CdTe) solar cell as a module, they found that although the results for current were not 
affected by the temperature, those for the voltage were.  
The impact of temperature on the performance of monocrystalline Si modules has also 
been explored by Olchowik et al. (2006) who found that their performance is 
influenced by the spectral irradiance which reaches the module surface. They 
concluded that the performance of solar cells can be enhanced significantly by 
providing an additional cooling system (Olchowik et al., 2006). In another study, Astaw 
(2007) investigated the impact of the operating temperature on the efficiency of an 
amorphous silicon solar cell module under normal conditions. He found that the 




from autumn to winter (Astaw, 2007). A thermoelectric cooler was used by Erel et al. 
(2009) in comparing the performance of PV devices pre- and post-cooling. The authors 
discovered that a decrease in the temperature of solar cells by 15°C resulted in an 
increase of 0.01V for each 4cm x 4cm solar cell (Erel et al., 2009). He concluded that 
cleaner and cooler PV devices lead to enhanced power efficiency of solar cells.  
1.5.3 Humidity effects on PV systems 
The impact of relative density on the performance of PV devices was examined by 
Kazem et al. (2012) on three types of PV device (monocrystalline, polycrystalline, and 
amorphous silicon). During this study, the authors connected the PV system to voltage, 
current, and humidity measurements. It was found that the relationship between 
relative density and output parameters were negatively correlated. When the relative 
density was low, the current, voltage, and efficiency were high. Thus, the performance 
of the PV system was enhanced when the relative density was low (Kazem et al., 
2012). 
1.6 Rationale for this research 
PV solar energy is regarded as one of the most attractive energy sources due to it is 
abundance, sustainability, and non-destructive impact on the environment. Moreover, 
the cost of producing PV system has significantly reduced from $76/ watt in 1977 to 





Figure ‎1-8 Price history of silicon PV cells [Bonkaney et al16] 
 
Figure ‎1-9 Furthermore, the generation of electricity using PV system has substantially 
jumped in last two decades from 1.4 GW in 2000 to more than 400 GW in 2018 as 
illustrated in Figure ‎1-9. These factors, for example, have led the Saudi government to 
make increasing production of solar energy one of their key goals in their 2030 Vision 
national strategy to shape the future of the Kingdom. This has resulted in the 
installation of PV system solar farms in vast areas of the desert in Saudi Arabia where 
this geographical feature occupies over half the landmass of this country.1 However, 
the power output and efficiency of these PV systems are frequently negatively affected 
by the range of factors described above, including deposition of dust particles, 
moisture, and temperature range. Different methods have been used to tackle this 
                                                          
1
 Saudi‎Arabia‎announced‎in‎March‎2018‎that‎it‎is‎planning‎to‎spend‎$200‎billion‎on‎building‎the‎world’s‎




issue. However, they are often complex and difficult to control and do not always 
detect the faults in a timely manner. Moreover, given the remote location of many of 
these solar farms monitoring techniques need to be non-intrusive, powerful and 
reliable, detect potential failures at their early stage from long distance places. 
 
Figure ‎1-9 Total worldwide installed PV capacity by year: 2000 to 2013 and projected growth 
scenarios until 2018 (source: Ketjoy and Konyu, 2014) 
In addition to thermal measurements, it is also proposed that using acoustic emission 
(AE) system would provide a novel method of preventing system failure and ensuring 
continuity of electricity supply. A warning system using this AE technique could be 
integrated into any existing circuit, allowing data collected to be automatically sent 
online to alert the system operator to service the degraded power modules, before 
any other device within the power module fails. It is proposed that a warning system 
based on acoustic emission (AE) could be developed and implemented within a DC-DC 
converter of a PV system. This system would then be used to monitor the health of an 




Therefore, in-situ health monitoring using thermal and AE techniques is being 
developed so that this can be integrated into any existing circuit, and any data 
collected could be automatically sent online. As the literature review will show, 
previous research has shown that AE can be used in non-destructive testing (NDT) and 
it has also already been implemented as a condition-monitoring tool for various 
systems, including engines, pumps and industrial drives. 
1.7 Research aim and objectives 
1.7.1 Research aim 
The aim of this work is to investigate thermal and acoustical characteristics of power 
electronic devices (PEDs) used for photovoltaic solar systems. The PEDs will be 
experimentally tested, under different operating conditions, and their thermal and 
emitted acoustic signals are measured and analysed. By measuring and analysing 
thermal and acoustical characteristics and any correlation between them, this would 
pave the way towards the development of a non-intrusive monitoring tool, which can 
be used as a means of detecting errors on the power electronic circuits before they 
occur or at early stages of their onsets. This helps in reducing the costs of unexpected 
down times and would improve maintenance activities, which are currently being 
conducted in an inefficient and reactive manner. 
1.7.2 Research objectives 
The aim of this research outlined in Section 1.7.1 will be achieved through the 
following objectives: 
1. To understand the working principles, topologies and roles of power electronic 




2. To conduct an up to date literature review including  common failure modes for 
power electronic devices, in particular those used for PV solar power systems, 
condition monitoring methods used for detecting those failures. 
3. To design and model the DC-DC boost converter circuit using MATLAB and 
Simulink. This would provide clear understanding of their electrical behaviour 
and ratings. 
4. To derive a realistic finite element model for describing the thermal and 
acoustical characteristics of semiconductor switching devices used in power 
electronic converts. 
5. To design and build experimental test setup for initial thermal and acoustical 
data collection and subsequent data analysis.  
1.8 Contribution to Knowledge 
It is envisaged that this research will provide a valuable contribution to this field by, 
firstly, providing a viable alternative to existing methods for condition monitoring of 
power electronics modules and their switching devices (IGBT). Secondly, being able to 
determine the cause of IGBT failures remotely and quickly with greater accuracy than 
prevailing methods. Thirdly, diagnosing and resolving faults more quickly since the 
diagnosis or reasons for failure will already be known, and; finally, being able to 






1.9 Thesis organisation 
The remaining chapters of this study are structured as follows: 
Chapter 2 presents an up to date literature review, offering a critical survey of this 
field in the last decade. It also identifies the gaps in knowledge within this field of 
knowledge, noting how these have informed the formulation of the research question. 
It concludes by providing a rationale for the focus of this research effort. 
Chapter 3 focuses on the modelling of solar PV systems. It begins by addressing in 
detail their structure and design and then modelling these system. The modelling 
includes component-level analysis, with specific emphasis on power electronic devices. 
MatLab and Simulink software packages are used for modelling PV solar components. 
Chapter 4 develops theoretical modelling for predicting thermal and acoustical 
characteristics of PEDs. More specifically, it describes simple finite element model 
using COMSOL and analyses their performance when they are associated with solar PV 
systems including modelling.  
Chapter 5 provides a thorough explanation of the test rig and the experimental setup 
used during this research to examine and test power electronic devices. It also 
presents the research findings, together with all the results from both the modelling 
and the experimental elements of the work, discussing these in further detail. 
Chapter 6 outlines conclusions of the carried out research, reviews the objectives for 
this research, outlining its key achievements, as well as highlighting conclusions 
derived from the work conducted over the period of this research. It concludes by 
identifying future research needs in this field and points out some possible directions 




2 Literature Review 
 
2.1 Overview 
As previously noted, the demand for electricity generation from renewable energy 
sources (RES) including wind power, PV systems, hydropower and biomass has 
significantly increased in the last decade and formidable developments have been 
made in this field. Electricity produced from RES is expected to triple in the next few 
years. Amongst these RES, PV solar cells and wind turbines have been identified as the 
most promising technologies for electricity generation (Blaabjerg et al. 2011). 
However, RES present various drawbacks due to environmental and climatic factors. 
Subsequently, the provision of reliable energy sources needs to be linked and 
assimilated into the utility grid or form part of multi-source power generation (Mira et 
al. 2017). One of key challenges impacting on the adoption of RES is the extensive use 
of PEDs in the renewable energy sources, especially PV systems technologies, for 
producing, transmitting and distributing power (Blaabjerg et al. 2011) The main 
functions of these devices is to transfer renewable energy to the power grid and also 
support the grid with reactive power injection (Blaabjerg et al. 2011). Thus, these PEDs 
must be both efficacious and dependable given the vital role they play in the energy 
transformation of RES. Research has shown that a variety of environmental factors 
such as dust, moisture, and temperature variation can impact significantly on the 
performance of the PV systems and cause these to break down. Consequently, 
detecting or discovering this failure in a PV system at the earliest stage possible is 




by system failure. The ability to monitor PV systems remotely is critical as solar farms 
are often situated in isolated rural locations.  
To date, different technologies have been used to control and monitor PV systems 
such as radiation sensors (in the form of pyranometers or reference cells), data 
loggers, or other intelligent monitoring. However, these technologies are not only 
expensive but demand maintenance (Drews et al., 2007). Thus, there is a demand for 
remote detecting technologies which offer effective and credible monitoring. In this 
thesis, a novel AE technology is used to detect and monitor the failure in a PV system. 
The intention is that this can be used in individual stand-alone PV systems or in those 
solar farms occupying vast areas as is the case in Saudi Arabia.  
This chapter outlines PEDs and also the use of AE as a NDT and evaluation technique 
together with a literature review of recent and relevant literature in this field. It begins 
by briefly outlining the development of AE and then proceeds to consider the context 
which motivated the need for research in this area and which has continued to 
underpin its ongoing development and application, namely NDT and evaluation and 
condition monitoring. After establishing the general advantages that AE offers as a 
non-invasive method for testing, evaluation and condition monitoring of materials, 
components, structures and systems, a more detailed review of work on the potential 
uses of AE in the specific area of power semiconductor devices and their applications 
in solar energy follows.  
2.2 Development of PV systems with PEDs  
PV solar cell technology is regarded as a key renewable energy system (RES) for many 




credentials and the significant reduction in cost of producing this technology. It has the 
potential to contribute directly to producing electricity in the future.  
The structure of the PV system is based on a P-N junction of semiconductor wafers, 
which generate electricity upon exposure to sunlight due to the PV effect                             
(see Figure ‎2-1). 
 
 
Figure ‎2-1 PV effect (source: http://renewableenergyplus.com) 
In addition to these PV panels, the PV system also contains other components such as 
inverters, wiring, breakers, ranking and switches. In practical terms, the PV system can 
be classified into four main groups, namely, stand-alone PV systems, direct coupled PV 
systems, grid-connected PV systems, and hybrid-connected systems. In the stand-
alone system the energy produced is stored in batteries. This system is generally used 
in rural areas lacking access to the electric grid. In the direct coupled PV system, the PV 
panels are linked directly to the load and to operate they must be exposed to sunlight. 




used straightaway to operate the load or to feed the grid. In the hybrid PV system, 
another source of energy is used to meet electricity demands in addition to the PV 
system.  
Different semiconductor materials have been used in the PV manufacturing system 
such as monocrystalline silicon, polycrystalline silicon and amorphous silicon (Kulkarni 
and Virulkar, 2016). The performance efficiency of these three conductor materials are 
22%, 15% and 10% respectively, with amorphous silicon demonstrating the greatest 
efficiency in terms of voltage output and ongoing maintenance (Kulkarni and Virulkar, 
2016). The ideal current-voltage characterisation I-V curve for all PV solar cells 
measurements is illustrated in Figure ‎2-2.  
 
Figure ‎2-2 I-V characterisation curve (Michalis, 1997) 
Due to the rapid development of interest in PV solar cells, new strategies have been 
developed for operating and managing the electricity grid that allow the energy 




played by power electronic technology in the distribution of the energy produced has 
significantly increased, allowing RES to be integrated with the electrical grid (Carrasco 
et al., 2016). 
In general terms, PV systems have two broad categories: PV inverters with a DC/DC 
converter (with or without isolation) and PV inverters without a DC/DC converter (with 
or without isolation) (Blaabjerg et al. 2004b). Figure ‎2-3 shows schematic diagram of 
the power electronic interface for renewable energy sources. 
 
Figure ‎2-3 Power electronic interface for RES: A=AC generating units, B=DC generating units. 
2.2.1 PV system connected to DC-DC converter 
Different PECs have been promoted for integrating RES and controlling the power from 
sources to the load. These converters have five major functions as summarized below: 
1. Transforming the variable voltages into regulated output voltages. 





3. Tracking the maximum power in wind and PV systems 
4. Transforming the power to the desired voltage and frequency. 
5. Controlling power flow from the source to load. 
Power electronics converters which can convert DC to DC or AC to DC and DC to AC are 
employed for the renewable energy interface. DC-DC converters are considered to be 
the most frequently used devices for providing and regulating supply from RES which 
are uncontrolled and unregulated (Chakraborty, 2011). Two major kind of DC-DC 
converters are employed in renewable energy systems. Isolated type converters are 
used in medium- to high-power renewable energy applications. Typically, they employ 
a a high frequency transformer to supply isolation between sources and load (Kim et 
al., 2017). The second type of DC-DC converters are non-isolated converters which are 
employed when high frequency transformers are not required for input and output 
isolation. This kind of converter is used in low-power renewable energy applications 
and is most common in RES applications owing to their high conversion efficiency, 
small size and low numbers of components (Du et al., 2017). Non-isolated DC-DC 
converters may be further subdivided into two types, namely single port and 
multiport. The former connects a single source to a single load whilst the latter is used 
to link several RESs to a single load or vice versa. 
Two examples of single port converters will be discussed here: the DC-DC boost 
converter and DC-DC buck-boost converter (Taghvaee et al. 2013). In the DC-DC boost 
converter, the value of output voltage exceeds the input voltage. This converter is 
generally utilized when the load voltage demands a higher voltage than the source 
voltage and is widely used in the PV system in both stand-alone and grid operated 




than the value of the input voltage. Cascading the two normal converters (i.e. boost 
and buck) creates the buck-boost converter (Taghvaee et al., 2013). 
Researchers have examined different routes that can be used to achieve high-step-up, 
low cost and high performance single stage converters, in order to satisfy the 
requirements for low-cost and high-step-up conversion efficiency in the grid-
connected PV system. Various results have been obtained: high-step-up converters 
with coupled inductor, high-step-up converters with switched capacitor, high-step-up 
converters with inductor and switched capacitor, high-step-up converters with coupled 
inductor and switched capacitor (Li and He, 2011)  
2.3 Development of acoustic emission (AE) as a field 
AE is a naturally occurring phenomenon found within a broad variety of materials, 
structures and processes. At one extreme, seismic events like earthquakes represent 
the largest magnitude of AE with the seismologist Kishinouye having been credited 
with making the first scientific contribution to AE instrumentation in 1933 with his 
experiments on wood splintering (Grosse and Ohtsu, 2008). At the opposite end of the 
scale, dislocations in stressed metals have also been observed to produce AE (Miller 
and McIntire, 1987). Sources of AE can be as diverse as impact, wear, crack 
propagation and gas flow (Reuben, 1998). The American Society of Testing and 
Materials defines AE (1990) as:‎ “the‎ class‎ of‎ phenomena‎ whereby‎ transient‎ elastic‎
waves are generated by the rapid release of energy from localized sources within a 
material”. 
AE was first employed as a non-destructive test to examine static structures over 35 




based on AE leading to its use in many industrial applications (Lysak, 1996). This 
technique has now been expanded to include health monitoring of rotary machines 
such as bearings, gearboxes, pumps, etc. (Mba and Rao, 2006).  
Initially, experiments with AE began as early as the 1930s (Narzarchuk et al., 2003), 
while serious investigation in this field can be said to date from the 1950s when Joseph 
Kaiser published the findings of his doctoral research that was focused on measuring 
the noise levels generated by various metals when they were subjected to tensile load 
(Baccar, 2015). Kaiser made two key observations based on the results of his 
experiments. The first was that all materials tested under load emit AE (Tensi, 2004). 
The second was that any material under load emitted acoustic waves once the primary 
load had been exceeded. This phenomenon is now commonly known as the Kaiser 
Effect, and can be delineated as the, “absence‎ of‎ detectable‎ AE until the previous 
maximum applied‎stress‎level‎has‎been‎exceeded”‎(Miller‎and‎McIntire,‎1987:‎5).‎This 
is very important to understand effects of stress and heat on the emitted acoustic 
signals. It also explains why the measured acoustic emission signal contain substantial  
amount of noise and interference, as mentioned in Section 2.5. 
This means that during reloading this material will behave in an elastic manner until 
the previous maximum load has been reached (Grosse, 2007). This information can be 
utilised to ascertain a link between AE activity and the stress-strain curve (Baccar, 
2015).  
The value of AE as a technique for carrying out non-intrusive testing and evaluation of 
materials, components, structures and systems has been recognised since the 1970s 




technique in the 1980s (Drouillard, 1996). A non-destructive technique based on AE 
promises to be one of the most effective methods, particularly for monitoring the 
condition of components which are subject to tension and distortion (Carpinteri et al., 
2007). However, successful application of a non-destructive test based on AE is reliant 
on the existence of equipment which allows AE signals produced during the early 
stages of crack or fracture to be received and processed (Lysak, 1996). 
The context to these areas and a more detailed review of work on the potential uses of 
AE in the specific area of power semiconductor devices and their applications is 
provided below. The principles underlying AE will be discussed in detail in a later 
chapter. 
2.4 Non-Destructive Testing and Evaluation  
The mechanical properties of all structures undergo degradation and even a material 
crack measuring just micrometers is likely to result in some reduction in performance. 
If left undetected, this damage could eventually produce complete system failure, 
potentially entailing damage to equipment or to the working environment or beyond, 
associated economic losses and, in the worst case scenario, personal injury or even 
death. This explains the growing interest in and demand for developing reliable 
techniques for identifying early stage damage in structures, materials or systems, and 
for online monitoring and prognosis of these, that is able to take into account the 
effects of damage accumulation and estimated future loading (Adams, 2007).  
The majority of complex systems must be regularly maintained and inspected to 
ensure compliance with health and safety and/or environmental legislation, and for 




maintenance and inspection must be carried out and the form which they should take 
are generally determined by the manufacturer although experience also has an 
important role to play in this decision. This can be affected a number of diverse factors 
which include the probability of defects developing in structures, the complexity of the 
system, and the type and age of the material(s) in question (Baccar and Söffker, 2013). 
The difficulty is that, maintenance and inspection usually prove costly due to 
downtime and the labour involved and may even be hazardous. For this reason, in 
recent years, several studies have been carried out in the applied area of non-
destructive testing and evaluation (NDTE) which is intended to reduce costs and 
downtime while at the same time ensuring user safety.  
NDTE methods are used, “to‎ determine‎ the‎ integrity‎ of‎ a‎ material,‎ component‎ or‎
structure or quantitatively‎ measure‎ some‎ characteristic‎ of‎ an‎ object”‎ (Diederichs,‎
2007). These techniques are non-invasive, meaning that this form of assessment does 
not‎harm,‎stress‎or‎destroy‎the‎object‎under‎examination‎and‎ is‎performed‎“without‎
impairing its future usefulness”‎ (Miller et al., 2005). They cover a diverse range of 
techniques used for detecting and evaluating defects, damage and failures. The oldest 
and still the most commonly used method is visual inspection while the most 
frequently applied newer NDTE methods include ultrasonic testing, radiographic 
testing and electromagnetic testing. Other less widely used methods can involve the 
use of liquid penetrant, magnetic particles, eddy current, holography, and microwaves, 
and new techniques are constantly being developed (Diederichs, 2007). 
2.5 Condition based maintenance 
Condition based maintenance strategy employs continuous monitoring of the 




prior to a deterioration or breakdown occurring, ensuring that maintenance is only 
performed‎when‎necessary‎(Tsang,‎1995).‎ It‎ is‎based‎on‎“using‎permanently‎ installed‎
sensors to collect data in order to analyse changes in the performance or condition of 
a machine component while it is in operation”‎ (The‎Welding‎ Institute,‎ 2017).‎ If‎ the‎
performance of a component is then found to deviate from its standard parameters, 
this may point to the onset of wear and deterioration. Thus condition monitoring is a 
prognostic‎ technique‎ since‎ it‎ “not‎only‎describes the present state of a component, 
but also provides objective data which can be interpreted to predict remaining useful 
life‎ while‎ in‎ operation”‎ (The‎ Welding‎ Institute,‎ 2017).‎ The‎ need‎ for‎ condition‎
monitoring is particularly important in the case of electrical equipment maintenance as 
any unexpected fault or shutdown may have extremely serious consequences. 
Condition monitoring provides vital information for ensuring the optimal utilization of 
systems. Rapid changes in computational and data processing capabilities, smart 
sensors, and transducer technologies combined with those in the fields of signal 
processing and artificial-intelligence techniques have paved the way toward ever-more 
effective implementation of condition monitoring techniques that can be applied to 
electrical equipment. Smart sensors differ from ordinary sensors and usually include 
microcontroller or processor unit. They are able to capture and analyse signals 
instantly, as well as being able to achieve the‎ process‎ of‎ ‘capture‎ and‎ analysis’‎ at 
higher frequencies. Together, these advances have helped to make the condition 
monitoring of power generation and distribution systems more reliable and more 
intelligent (Goel et al., 2014).  
AE has been classified as a non-destructive testing and evaluation (NDTE) method since 




characterization, and monitoring of damage processes (Surgeon et al., 2000) because 
AE technique has a number of potential advantages when compared to other non-
intrusive means of testing or evaluating materials, components or structures. As a 
technique, AE is usually realized during loading which means it can be used to perform 
damage inspections and evaluations without the system or device being tested having 
to be taken out of service. Most other NDTE methods, in contrast, are applied prior to 
or following the loading of the structure.  
Moreover, AE technique detects the elastic waves emitted within the structure during 
deformation, thus relying on the energy that is released by the object being tested and 
does not rely on artificial excitation. Thus, it is considered to be a passive NDTE 
method whilst most other traditional NDTE methods including radiography, ultrasound 
and eddy currents are defined as active testing techniques. Active approaches employ 
actuators or piezoelectric wafer active sensors and must be used in conjunction with 
knowledge about the physical properties of the material being examined in addition to 
the differing phenomena linked to the characteristics of wave propagation in different 
materials (Stepinski et al,. 2013). These active methods are still at the embryonic 
stages of development and are heavily influenced by both environmental and 
operational conditions including levels of pressure, temperature, and humidity, 
together with structural boundaries (Stepinski et al,. 2013). Passive approaches, like 
AE, however, rely on the dynamic response of the structure to mechanical and 
environmental stress which is applied in service. In this case, any waves detected can 
be interpreted as having been caused by the actual damage (Romanowicz, 2014).  
AE can be considered an effective tool for studying material damage due to its ability 




can be considered indirect, meaning they measure changes which have occurred 
during machine operation, seeking to deduce its condition from these. Indirect 
approaches are generally unable to provide data on the exact location of any changes 
occurring in the signal. Since sources of AE are diverse and can include, for example, 
impact, wear, crack propagation or gas flow, the signal they produce is potentially 
more direct. This is due to the fact that it based on a degradation process, as opposed 
to it being merely a symptom that degradation has occurred, which may be the case 
with a rise in temperature or vibration at a particular frequency, for example. Thus, AE 
can identify any changes happening in the material, component or structure at an early 
stage and has the potential to pinpoint the source of the emission and hence, 
determine the location of the degradation events (Wang et al., 2012).  
AE has two further strengths for NDTE. Firstly, by using suitable hardware, it allows the 
dynamic processes or changes in a material to be continuously monitored in real-time 
(Vallen,‎2002).‎Secondly,‎ it‎can‎be‎employed‎as‎a‎ ‘global’‎monitoring‎tool‎ (Holford‎et‎
al., 1999) and in comparison with other NDTE techniques it can provide inspection over 
a wider area. All of the benefits listed above serve to make AE one of the most 
appropriate NDTE methods for health monitoring applications carried out in-situ, 
particularly when these are related to examination of dynamic failures (Fouvry et al., 
2003).  
According to the American Society of Non-destructive Testing, the two key 
disadvantages of this using AE are, firstly, the fact that signals display a tendency 
towards attenuation and when placing sensors, care must be taken to ensure that the 
whole structure is monitored. Secondly, because the voltages induced in the 




this from corrupting the signal before it is amplified which can prove difficult. In 
practical terms, this means that the signal will often be dominated at lower 
frequencies by mechanical and external noise while at higher frequencies, attenuation 
constrains the applicability and effectiveness of AE as an NDT method outside the 
laboratory environment (Miller, 1987). In addition, although the unique properties of 
the Kaiser effect (see section ‎2.3) are generally helpful in this technique, this may also 
sometimes represent a hindrance to the AE testing process (ASNT, 2006).  
It has been argued that AE analysis is most effective when used in combination with 
other techniques, such as stress-strain or crack growth measurements (for example, 
the Krak gauge) or with visual methods such as microscopy or digital image correlation 
(Pollock, 1989). When combined with these techniques, AE can offer additional 
information concerning the dynamics of any underlying deformation or damage 
processes and can also identify transitioning from one type of deformation or damage 
to another when this occurs (Pollock, 1986). 
Since the latter part of the twentieth century, AE and its applications have been 
researched intensively in diverse fields including condition monitoring of rotational 
machines (Navarro et al., 2010; Wang, W. et al., 2013), concrete structures (Nair, 2006; 
Lamonaca et al., 2012;), steel pipes and tools (Lim and Kaewkongka, 2007; Martins et 
al., 2014; Shukri, 2012), and fibre reinforced plastic (Costa Oliveira, 2004). 
2.6 Power electronic converters (PECs) 
2.6.1 The importance of PEDs 
PEDs such as PECs and power semiconductor devices are used in an increasingly wide 




industrial segments such as automotive, home and office, communication, 
automation,‎energy‎supply‎and‎distribution”‎(Elbuluk‎and‎Idris,‎2008:‎14).‎In‎particular,‎
they play a key part in the growing area of renewable power generation, in the 
technology of both wind power turbines and solar power PV fuel cells (Elbuluk and 
Idris, 2008), the latter being the focus of this research. The main functions of PECs as 
outlined by Hingorani (1995) are: 
 Power conversion,  
 Power conditioning to remove distortion, harmonics, voltage dips and over 
voltages  
 High speed and/or frequent control of electrical parameters such as currents, 
voltage impedance, and phase angle, and  
 High speed and/or frequent circuit interruption transfer, and current limiting 
functions. 
Authors stress the importance of power semiconductor devices, the focus of this 
research.‎ For‎ Kärkkäinen‎ et‎ al.‎ (2014a:‎ 1)‎ they‎ represent‎ “the‎ workhorse‎ of‎ power‎
electronic‎ converters”‎whilst‎ according‎ to‎ Bose‎ (1992:‎ 403),‎ they‎ can‎ be‎ called‎ “the‎
heart‎ of‎ modern‎ power‎ electronics”.‎ However,‎ the same author observed that the 
power‎semiconductor‎device‎can‎also‎be‎considered‎to‎be‎“the‎most‎complex,‎delicate‎
and‎ ‘fragile’‎element‎ in‎a‎converter”‎ (Bose,‎1992:‎403).‎There‎ is‎evidence‎ to‎support‎
this opinion. For example, focusing specifically on the renewable power generation 
industry and more specifically on wind production, electrical faults and especially faults 
in power semiconductor devices have been found to cause a significant proportion of 




reliability of offshore wind power generating systems by Zhu et al. (2011), Kärkkäinen 
et al. (2014a: 1) note that the failure of power semiconductor modules was reported 
to have been responsible for some 19% of power converter failures. Field experience 
suggests that PEC failure was responsible for 37% of the unscheduled maintenance in 
PV generation systems (Moore and Post, 2008). 
There are a range or variety of other devices currently available in the field that can 
serve the same or similar functionality to PECs, their main task being to process and 
control the flow of electrical energy efficiently, so that it is able to optimally suit the 
load requirements. These include DC-DC converters, DC-AC rectifiers, AC-DC inverters 
such as buck-boost and Cúk converters and electronic circuits that rely on the use of a 
transistor. All of these devices generally operate in the same way and are relevant to 
this current field of research but the major focus here will be on the Insulated Gate 
Bipolar Transistor (IGBT), one of these semiconductor devices used as switching 
elements in PECs in high switching frequency and current-voltage rating applications 
(Iov and Blaabjerg, 2007).  
As noted above, PECs are extensively used in solar PV energy systems, representing 
part of the renewable energy sector that has rapidly expanded over the last decade. 
Since the efficacy of these systems is strongly affected by levels of irradiance and load 
variations, PECs in the form of DC-DC converters are embedded within solar energy 
applications to ensure that the minimum power can be extracted despite variable 
operating condition. This control strategy has been referred to as Maximum Power 
Point Tracking (MPPT) (Ferranda and Leva, 2008). PV systems can be structured using 
several configurations but each makes use of a basic power electronics interface to 




interconnected to the grid for conditioning the energy flow (i.e. voltage and frequency 
regulation) and thus permitting safe consumer use. Configurations for maximising the 
power production of the PV system can vary:  
 PV modules can be connected in series and/or in parallel and then connected 
to a centralized DC-AC converter.  
 In string-array PV systems series of PV panels are connected as a single string 
with one inverter per string being used for connection to the grid.  
 PV strings can consist of a DC-DC converter plus an inverter (Blaabjerg et al., 
2004a; Kjaer et al., 2005) 
Damage to any single component either reduces the efficacy of the complete system 
or causes it to malfunction. Thermal behaviour and electrical stresses of switching 
devices used in PECs are major contributors to failures in those systems. Looking 
towards the near future, it is expected that the control and communication capabilities 
of PEDs will be principally responsible for facilitating the widespread growth of newer 
Distributed Energy Resource (DER) applications, including solar PV applications. This 
add extra emphasis to their importance as the role of DER applications is expected to 
rise significantly, motivated by significant changes to the energy utilities market. 
Currently, however, power electronics is considered to be the least reliable part in the 
whole system design (Molinas, online), with the failure of PEDs being one of the most 
common causes of generation loss in renewable applications (Musallam and Johnson, 
2012).  
In countries like Saudi Arabia, PV cell systems are placed under extra strain due to the 




temperatures and sometimes extreme daytime-to-night-time variations (Alawaji, 
2001) high winds in desert regions can produce dust storms leading to dust 
accumulation (Al Helal and Alhamdan, 2009) and levels of humidity can also be high in 
the eastern and western coastal areas. This, together with the fact that solar power 
farms in the Kingdom are often situated in remote locations (Hepbasli and Alsuhaibani, 
2011), makes it all the more crucial that effective and efficient condition monitoring of 
these devices can be carried out. 
The lifetime of the DC-DC converter which operates the MPPT has a crucial effect on 
the dependability of the solar PV application in which it is embedded (Daliento et al., 
2017) but currently estimates put the lifetime of the solar energy conversion system at 
only 20-25 years as a result of a number of issues that remain outstanding. These 
include the growing role and complexity of the PEDs they contain (Iov and Blaabjerg, 
2007) and current lack of knowledge about their failure mechanisms of converters 
despite the fact that the ability to analyse their reliability could play a key role in 
increasing the lifetime of solar energy systems and preventing permanent damage 
(Poller et al., 2012). Therefore, there is a need for non-intrusive, powerful and reliable 
monitoring techniques that can detect any potential failure at their early stage.  
Unexpected failures in power semiconductor devices can bring a range of negative 
consequences depending on the situation. In an industrial context, this may lead to 
shutting-down the operation of an entire plant, thus bringing production to a halt. For 
the company concerned in a situation of this kind, in addition to paying for repairs to 
the system itself which can be enormous (Wu et al., 2014), an even more serious 
implication could be the massive loss of revenue resulting from this stoppage. In his 




to production, Eade (1998) calculated that these losses could be substantial, running 
into hundreds of thousands of pounds. Most worryingly, in other cases, the failure of a 
power semiconductor module may create a hazardous situation or lead to injury or 
even death. Ji et al. (2013) for example, reported that solder layer fatigue in IGBTs 
could potentially be one of the weakest parts in the traction drive of Electric Vehicle as 
their failure can result in a sudden breakdown of the power converter causing human 
lives to be put at risk.  
In the last decades, a significant development has been made to the technology of 
power electronics and inverter types. Figure ‎2-4 illustrates the design of a modern RES-
based power generation system, in which the power electronics device represents the 
core of the system. The central inverters were commonly used for most PV 
applications in the last few years (Gazis et al., 2010). In order to avoid amplification, 
the PV modules were linked into a series connection (strings), which generates an 
appropriate high voltage. To achieve the highest power level, these strings need to be 
connected in parallel via the string diode (Gazis et al., 2010). Many obstacles were 
encountered when using the central inverter including MPPT power losses and other 
losses which result from the difference between the high voltage DC cables and the 
modules from the PV arrays to the inverter. Initially, these inverters were applied using 
thyristors which resulted in low harmonic performance (Gazis et al., 2010). Currently, 
the string inverter is considered to be one of the most common inverter types, and by 
connecting one or two strings to each inverter, losses are substantially reduced (Kjaer 
et al., 2005). 
Nowadays, the string inverters are obtainable in the range between 2-30 kilowatts 




PV panels, single phase string inverters were used to produce power up to 2MWp. 
Then, a leap in quality occurred after the development of the three phase string 
inverter which came onto the market in 2010. This product provides a simple design, 
electrical connections and produces a symmetrical power output (Gazis et al., 2010). 
 
 
Figure ‎2-4 Advanced modern power electronics technologies and intelligent control 
techniques for RES and loads (Blaabjerg et al., 2011). 
 
2.6.2 Transistor voltage regulators: IGBTs  
Since the mid-1980s, IGBTs have become the leading devices in the power electronic 
areas in the power range higher than 1KW. IGBT manufacturers took advantage of the 
development of semiconductor technologies to reduce the cell size while trench gate 
technology further decreased chip size (Omura, 2010).  
IGBTs have the potential to approach 500 A/cm2 in the next decade if they are not 
replaced by new technologies. IGBTs also have the potential to significantly improve 
their performance, allowing them to compete with SiC devices in the high current 




and chip size, but also the fact that parallel IGBT chips provide tens of kilowatt output 
in power inverters (Omura, 2010). 
 
Figure ‎2-5 The IGBT system 
In order to accomplish pulse width modulation (PWM) control efficiently for the 
inverter, two main devices have widely used as switching systems, namely, the IGBT 
(Figure ‎2-5) and the metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET). In the 
inverter products surveyed here, 70% use IGBT and 30% MOSFET.  
The switching frequency of IGBTs is about 20k Hz and it is possible to use them for 
large power capacity inverters higher than 100 kW. In contrast, although the MOSFET 
can achieve a higher switching frequency of around 800 kHz, its output power range 
capacity is between 1 kW -10 kW. Therefore, both IGBTs and MOSFETs can be used for 
power capacity between the range of 1-10 kW in the PV system while IGBTs are 
employed in large scale power plants with higher power capacity of about 100 kW. The 
harmonics in output current, size and weight of the inverter can be decreased using 
high frequency switching (Mohanty, 2014). 
2.6.3 Reliability of power semiconductor devices  
Given that non-functioning power semiconductor devices may cause potential 
implications in terms of downtime, financial losses and legal liability it is perhaps not 




the reliability of power semiconductor devices in terms of their material, fabrication, 
structure and design (Song and Wang, 2013; Wang, H. et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2013; 
Batunlu and Albarbar, 2015a; 2015b). In addition, research has addressed condition 
monitoring of power semiconductor modules in order to identify any significant 
changes that may indicate a developing fault or to provide early indications of 
imminent wear-out, which would enable replacements to be carried out (Musallam et 
al., 2008; Kärkkäinen and Silventoinen, 2013; Oh et al., 2015; Degrenne et al., 2015).  
Kärkkäinen et al. (2014a: 6081) argue that the current problems caused by unexpected 
or catastrophic failures in power semiconductor devices could be significantly 
decreased by an appropriate and effective condition monitoring method but note that 
“a‎generally‎accepted‎and‎widely‎implemented‎method‎does‎not‎yet‎exist”.‎ 
To date, an extensive variety of methods and techniques have been put forward for 
condition monitoring of PECs that would signal early warning of failure and the great 
majority of these previous attempts have chosen to focus on gathering data from 
electrical measurements of transistors (Anderson and Cox, 2011;. Wagenitz et al., 
2012; Xiang et al., 2012; Ji et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2013). In the case of IGBT power 
modules, studies have investigated saturation voltage for this purpose. The approach 
adopted by Anderson and Cox (2011) was to use an on-line condition-monitoring 
scheme for determin potential faults. They devised an algorithm based on principal 
components analysis that could be used to extract data about relevant features of 
these devices (including, for example, VCE,ON and RDS,ON). They demonstrated that 
this could be compared to data values previously recorded from similar devices 




extraction scheme, applicable to both IGBTs and MOSFETs, simplified the 
measurement process by exploiting the nature of carrier-based PWM.  
Turn-off time has also been proposed as another possible failure indicator specifically 
for IGBTs. After reviewing the types of primary failure modes related to IGBT latch-up 
fault, Brown et al. (2012) studied the effects that occurred prior to these faults in 
IGBTs. Noting that elevated junction temperature led to a rise in IGBT turn-off time, 
they modelled the correlation between junction temperature and turn-off time. They 
were then able to derive a metric from this model and use it to standardize the 
estimated junction temperature based on measurements relating to turn-off time. 
Fault testing conducted in situ on a three-phase power inverter with aged transistors 
involved inducing a fault situated in the die-attach solder layer and demonstrated the 
feasibility of using this metric to predict IGBT latch-up.  
Zhou et al. (2013) proposed identification of dynamic changes in gate current as a 
means of health monitoring and diagnosing failure inside an IGBT module. Their 
method works on the principle that elements inside IGBTs are affected by localised 
damage as they age. When an IGBT is about to wear out, these effects can be easily 
distinguished by measuring dynamic changes in the gate current. Their approach uses 
a relevance vector machine framework to provide accurate predictions, thus allowing 
operators to identify any failing IGBT modules and avoid breakdown by taking 
appropriate measures in a timely fashion. They were able to verify the applicability of 
their proposed method experimentally. 
Mingxing et al. (2012) investigated the potential of using externally measurable 




detect bond wire failure in these power modules. They demonstrated that during the 
turn off process prior to bond wire failure in an IGBT there are measurable changes in 
gate-emitter voltage, saturated collector-emitter voltage, collector-emitter voltage and 
collector current. They were able to validate their theory experimentally, using 
simulations and a test circuit. 
However, all of these methods share a common drawback, namely, that a fast 
measurement must be carried out for every power transistor in the power 
semiconductor device (Kärkkäinen et al., 2014a). Kärkkäinen et al. (2014a) 
demonstrated that the switching transient in a power semiconductor module leads to 
an AE. They suggested that the wave propagates through the heat sink surface of the 
electronic module and can be determined by an acoustic sensor. Analysis revealed that 
the propagation delay of the observed acoustic signal increases as the distance from 
the source to the sensor increases. In subsequent investigations, Kärkkäinen et al. 
(2014b) confirmed that during switching periods, AE occurs within the electronic 
power devices and they also observed that the output voltage signal of an AE sensor is 
different from that of the transistor during the switching period. This prompted them 
to propose the idea that AE might be a suitable method for condition monitoring of 
PECs. 
2.6.4 Failure mechanisms of IGBTs 
In comparison to other converter components in renewable energy applications, 
research suggests that IGBTs are more vulnerable to earlier break-down (Busca et al., 
2011) and that long-term exposure to high temperatures plays a role in this failure 




induced by temperature (Lu et al., 2009). Moreover, this level of failure almost doubles 
for each 10 °C increase in temperature that occurs in the operating environment.  
IGBTs are typically composed of a single or several semiconductor chips and their 
package, and both of these components are of equal importance in ensuring reliability 
and high performance. The IGBT is constructed of layers of bonded materials, which 
typically include silicon, ceramics, plastics and metals such as copper, tin and 
aluminium. These components are largely connected togehter by means of bond wires 
and soldering (see Figure ‎2-6). The IGBT assembly is covered with an insulating gel and 
enclosed in a polymer housing so that only the metal connectors of the terminals of 
the device protrude. The baseplate of the IGBT is mounted onto a heat sink or other 
cooling device. Thermal interface material is greased between them to enhance 
thermal contact. 
The materials from which the IGBT is assembled may display very different electrical, 
thermal and mechanical properties. In addition, package designs can also vary in terms 
of their layout, geometry and size. It is worth noting that like other power modules, 
IGBTs are manufactured with less silicon area in an attempt by the industry to reduce 
costs and this results in higher power density. Manufacturers also attempt to integrate 
the power semiconductor in a common substrate (a direct copper bonding substrate) 
using bond-wire connectors as a method of increasing power density within the circuit 






Figure ‎2-6: Cross-section of layers of IGBT module (Bahman, 2015) 
When the IGBT is in operation, heat flux is transferred from the die chip to the cooling 
system via different heat paths and fluctuations in temperature are generated within 
these layers as a result of cyclic temperature swings and exposure to extreme 
temperatures. In practice, IGBTs face harsh operational conditions given that they 
must function at high temperature, undergo frequent temperature cycles and also 
intensive vibrations. Since these bonded materials possess different coefficients of 
thermal expansion (Lutz et al., 2011), this mismatch can lead to the creation of fatigue 
in particular locations within the IGBT. The introduction of these stressors to the 
system may seriously impact on the reliability of the entire device. Lab-based aging 
tests conducted by different researchers concluded that typically the dominant wear-
out mechanisms responsible for the eventual occurrence of failure in these power 
modules are bond wire lift-off, together with die-attach and baseplate solder fatigue 
(Bi et al., 2015). As it relates to bond wire, lift-off is usually the result of temperature 
swings and the large coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch between 
aluminium bond wires (24 ppm/ºC) and the silicon die (30-300 ppm/ºC) (Ji et al., 2013). 
Solder fatigue/cracking usually occurs because plastic deformation of the layers of 
solder occurs when these are subjected to temperature cycling loads. The CTE 





temperature swings which induce thermo-mechanical stresses in the module. This 
becomes crucial at the interfaces of the assembled layers (Ji et al., 2015). Moreover, if 
one component fails within a power electronics module, this may lead to over-voltage 
stress on other switching devices, increasing the likelihood of further faults arising as 
the current density in the remaining contacts continues to rise towards a critical value 
(Gorecki, 2013). 
2.7 Acoustics of semiconductor devices 
Until the initial observations published by Kärkkäinen et al (2014a) that formed part of 
his doctoral work (Kärkkäinen, 2015), work in the field had been limited to analysing 
fault progression in power semiconductor devices using acoustic microscopy (Moore 
and Frank, 1995; Haque et‎al.,‎2000)‎together‎with‎Smulko‎et‎al.’s (2011) more recent 
research on capacitors and Stumberger et al.’s‎(2013)‎work‎on‎acoustic‎noise‎emissions‎
from a transformer in a DC-DC‎converter.‎Kärkkäinen’s‎work‎with‎wind‎turbines‎points‎
to the potential for the development of AE as a condition monitoring tool for use with 
solar PV systems. 
As well as enhancing  the durability and reliability of power converter components, 
there is also considerable interest in developing a system that would be capable of 
actively monitoring these components with the aim of alerting the user when failure is 
likely to occur. To date, various failure prediction systems based on thermal and/or 
electrical measurement have been trialled (Anderson and Cox, 2011; Brown et al., 
2012; Ji et al., 2013; Wagenitz et al., 2012; Xiang et al., 2012 ; Zhou et al., 2012). More 
recently, experiments have been carried out using sensors readily available on the 
market with the aim of establishing if AE from components might be a better way of 




However, there are a number of drawbacks to running tests with this type of sensor, 
even if it is intended to be used as an AE sensor. Some of these sensors can be 
sensitive to the displacement of the surface they are supposed to measure; others may 
be sensitive to the displacement velocity. In addition, sensors which are typically 
employed to capture AEs from gases (including air) are pressure sensitive. Moreover, 
taking these measurements requires extremely fast electromagnetic and electrical 
transients as a result not only of the switching operation and the high temperatures 
involved, but also due to the as yet unknown nature of the phenomena under 
investigation.  
Kärkkäinen et al. (2014a; 2014b) were interested in addressing some of the limitations 
that currently prevent greater exploitation of AE. Findings from their experiments on 
power modules suggest that AE occurs due to semiconductor switching somewhere 
within the power module, but the precise mechanism that causes this AE remains 
unknown. It is thought that electromagnetic interaction between the various 
components in the power module may be caused by the fast switching transients 
producing a magnetic force within this module. However, since a force of this nature 
would only exist for tens of nanoseconds during the switching transient, it has not yet 
proved possible to test this hypothesis. It is this gap in current knowledge that 
represents the basis for this study and the methodology employed within measuring 
the on/off power frequency will determine this interaction.   
In their experiments, Kärkkäinen et al. (2015a) recorded the acoustic propagation 
delays that occurred to different locations in the test module and discovered that the 
duration of these delays lengthened as the distance to the test module increased. 




the test module itself, they then carried out tests using the same device in an identical 
measurement setup, but this time incorporated two different AE sensors. Whilst the 
propagation delay remained consistent in both of the tests they performed, the 
waveforms were found to differ significantly. This implied that the signal they had 
observed had been affected by the sensors. These sensor effects also help to highlight 
the difference recorded between the two sensors. Although both sensors show that an 
acoustic event takes place, and that the results of the propagation delay analysis 
indicate that the power module is the likely source of this, neither of the sensors 
actually‎ provides‎ a‎ ‘true’‎ illustration of the acoustic phenomenon that occurs. It is 
unclear whether other analyses, such as frequency content, would yield more reliable 
results due to the difficulty of knowing whether the data obtained actually represents 
the system itself or the acoustic source. 
Another experiment aimed to determine what type of AE occurs when semiconductor 
components fail. Thus, initially the semiconductor components in an IGBT were heated 
until they failure occurred (Kärkkäinen et al., 2015b) and at the same time, the 
transistors and acoustic events were monitored. A similar experiment was repeated 
using a device under test (DUT) connected to the AE sensor by means of a piece of 
sheet metal. This was intended to allow the acoustic waves to propagate from the DUT 
to the sensor. Unfortunately, using this metal sheet means that any heat produced 
within the DUT is able to reach the sensor. Since the sensor in the experimental setup 
was not designed for temperatures over 60°C, the heat generated by the metal sheet 
proved problematic. 
Results showed that when the DUT temperature is rapidly increased, the amount of 




increased gradually. When the thermal energy total decreased, the increase in 
temperature at the sensor also decreased. Thus, a current was passed through the 
DUT to heat it up while the DUT remained in the active region. 
Although this experiment may be criticised on the grounds that the DUT was not 
intended to be used in this way by the manufacturer, it proved to be the easiest 
method of achieving a result. The key point observed in this study was that two types 
of AE can be observed under these circumstances. The first acoustic event (immediate 
emission) occurs when the semiconductor fails; the second (the post-failure emission) 
takes place just tens of milliseconds after but these two types of AEs can be clearly 
distinguished. 
When these three AE types are compared (Figure ‎2-7), it is evident that the failure-
related AE closely resembles the switching-related AE. The post-failure AE, however, is 
totally unlike the other two types of AE because it does not appear to contain any 
components that suggest resonance. The oscillation that is visible in the immediate 
emission attenuates more quickly than the oscillation produced by the switching 
related emission. These results suggest that even where resonance might be present 
within the sensor, it does dominate the measurement. 
Efforts were made to separate the sensor from the heat source in these tests using 
thermal shielding gel but results showed that this was not successful since the water 
contained within this gel quickly vaporises. It was thought that this heat problem might 
be solved by using a laser doppler vibrometer to provide a contactless measurement. 
However, when a test was carried out, the vibrometer was unable to pick up any signal 





Figure ‎2-7: Comparison of three AE types: (a) Post-failure emission, (b) Immediate emission, (c) 
Switching-related emission (Kärkkäinen et al., 2015b) 
 
2.8 Summary 
Failure or breakdown of PEDs/PECs is one of the most frequent causes of problems 
with the PV solar energy systems. The research presented in this literature review has 
highlighted that the reliability of PEDs and PECs has the greatest potential to affect the 
overall lifetime of renewable energy systems. Moreover, condition monitoring can be 
used as a technique to provide an effective means of predicting the adverse effects 
they are likely to create. To date, a number of solutions have been proposed for 
facilitating effective condition monitoring of PECs that would address this problem and 
a range of disparate techniques have been proposed in the literature to extend the 
reliability of these devices. However, no single generally accepted method exists since 
all have shortcomings. Recent research focusing on PECs in wind turbines has 
suggested that techniques using acoustic emissions (AE) might provide a useful 










As previously mentioned in section 1.8 (see page 25), it is envisaged that this research 
will provide a valuable contribution to this field by, firstly, providing a viable alternative 
to existing methods for troubleshooting PEDs  (IGBT) failure. Secondly, being able to 
determine the cause of IGBT quickly with greater accuracy than prevailing methods; 
thirdly, diagnosing and resolving faults more quickly since the diagnosis or reasons for 
failure will  already be known, and; finally, being able to determine the most suitable 




3 Modelling of Photovoltaic Solar Systems   
 
3.1 Overview 
This chapter focuses on the modelling of PV solar systems. It begins by providing a 
brief overview of modelling techniques and then provides a detailed structural 
description of PV solar systems. Having established the structure of these systems, a 
component-level analysis of the design and modelling of these systems follows. This 
will include a discussion of the PEDs that are crucial in maximising the efficient 
operation of these systems.  
3.2 Modelling techniques for PV solar power systems 
The decrease in the cost of PV cells and the subsequent increase in interest in solar PV 
energy systems had led to the development of numerous sizing and simulation 
software tools for commercial use (see, for example, photovoltaic-software.com) 
intended to offer quick analysis of system behaviour and suggest potential 
improvements to design. Software tools designed for academic purposes include 
TRNSYS (Transient System Simulation Tool), WATSUN, Polysun and PVSYST which allow 
for more sophisticated calculations simulating long-term performance of systems and 
a broad range of variables (Kalogirou, 2013).  
Modelling a PV solar power system is a useful means of observing the behaviour of a 
range of variables including temperature, power, etc. for different input parameters 
with the primary goal/objective of optimizing system performance. However, 
modelling the components of a PV solar system to a high degree of accuracy is a 
complex issue since it involves unpredictable parameters such as weather data 




impact on the functioning of a solar array. Moreover, software tools do not usually 
consider non-ideality and non-linearities of PV modules as they are based on 
manufacturer’s‎ specifications‎ obtained‎ in‎ standard testing conditions (STC). 
Mathematical models are very complex and need expertise, skill and careful handling. 
3.3 PV solar power system components 
As shown in Chapter One, various configurations can be employed for solar PV power 
systems. Stand-alone systems generally supply power to remote, off-grid areas while 
utility-Interactive/grid-connected systems are connected to the power grid and 
operate in parallel with this, allowing any surplus electricity which has not been 
utilised by the household to be fed into the utility grid so that it is not wasted. Hybrid 
systems, as their name suggests, incorporate an energy source other than the solar PV 
cell array, for example, a wind-operated or micro-hydroelectric turbine. In this chapter, 
the focus is on the components that make up a fully operational stand-alone PV power 
system.  
3.3.1 PV array 
The PV array which may consist of hundreds of individual PV cells is the crucial 
component of any stand-alone PV system, as it converts sun photons into electricity. 
Each solar PV power cells consists of a p-n junction fabricated in a thin layer of 
semiconductor material, usually silicon. Figure ‎3-1 shows schematic diagram of the 





Figure ‎3-1: A solar PV array (Source: Miguel, 2008) 
The PV array system can be classified into silicon and non-silicon based semi-conductor 
solar cells as shown in Figure ‎3-2. The main reason of this wide classification is that 
silicon-based solar cells which typically include monocrystalline silicon, polycrystalline 
silicon and amorphous silicon control approximately 90% of the PV market worldwide 
for both solar farm systems and individual PV systems on the roof of buildings. Solar 
cells based on silicon material are more stable and efficient and can deliver high 





Figure ‎3-2 Different materials used to fabricate PV solar cells. 
Non-silicon-based materials represent the second and third generation of solar cells. 
The second generation include cadmium telluride (CdTe), copper-indium-selenide 
(CulnSe2 or CIS) and copper-indium-gallium-selenide (CulnGaSe2 or CIGS). The solar 
cells based on these materials are expensive and cannot currently compete with 
silicon-based solar cells. Recently, third-generation materials based on thin film semi-
conductor materials have emerged and these might have the potential to compete 
with silicon-based materials in the future. These materials are inexpensive, simple, 
widely available, and easy to fabricate using solution-processed methods such as the 
roll-to-roll method similar to the technology employed for printing newspaper.  
These materials include polymer, quantum dot and, most recently, perovskite. Of 
these materials, perovskite-based solar cells have the most promising properties to 
date. However, these third-generation materials are still at the development stage and 














Monocrystalline silicon 25% 16-18% 
Polycrystalline silicon 21% 14-16% 
Amorphous silicon 13.6% 10% 
Cadmium telluride (CdTe) 22% 9-12% 
Perovskite 22% N/A 
Group III-V Technologies (e.g. GaAs) 25% N/A 
CIGS 22% 8-14% 
 
When solar radiation, in the form of sunlight, strikes a solar cell, photons with an 
energy exceeding that of the band-gap energy of the semiconductor material produce 
some electron hole pairs creating an electric field across the layers (Lorenz, 1994). 
Consequently, the influence of the p-n‎ junction’s‎ internal‎ electrical‎ fields,‎ these‎
carriers are driven apart, creating a photocurrent which is directly proportional to the 
solar radiation. The stronger the sunshine, the more electricity is produced. During 
daylight hours, a solar PV power cell produces non-linear output characteristics (I-V 
and P-V), which vary in accordance with the amount of solar radiation and the 
temperature of the cell. At night-time, solar PV power cells are not active, functioning 
like diodes (Walker, 2001).  
PV cells are produced in a range of shapes, sizes, structures and semiconductor 
materials, but silicon-based material is the most widely used. The power output of a 
typical PV cell is usually approximately 2W at 0.5V (Miguel, 2008). Therefore, to 
increase their power output, groups of PV cells are usually mounted together and 




power systems, groups of these modules are typically connected in series to begin 
with, and then individual strings are connected in parallel circuits to form an array 
which can produce the necessary voltage and amperage required by a particular 
system to meet a residential power requirements (Miro, 2014). In terms of size, an 
array could be similar to a single pair of modules, or sufficiently large to encompass 
acres of ground. The power of a PV cell is measured in kilowatts peak (kWp) which 
refers to the rate of energy is generated during peak performance in full direct sunlight 
during the summer. As    Table ‎3-2 shows,‎the‎cell’s‎ideal‎factor‎(F) is dependent on the 
semiconductor material used in fabrication while  
Table ‎3-1 shows the efficiency levels for different types of solar panels. 
Table ‎3-2 Ideal factor (F) for different solar PV power cell technologies 
SOLAR PV POWER CELL 
MATERIAL 









A 12-volt module is the industry benchmark for battery charging and this is acceptable 
for systems processing up to about 2000 watt-hours. Systems processing 2000-7000 
watt-hours ted to operate more effectively at 24 volts, whereas those running over 




3.3.2 Storage unit (battery system) 
PV systems cannot store electricity; thus, batteries are used in conjunction with stand-
alone systems. Figure ‎3-3 illustrates an electrical equivalent circuit of a battery. The PV 
system supplies the load during the high solar radiation hours in daylight with surplus 
electric energy being stored in the battery. When there is reduced solar radiation or at 
night time, the storage batteries are used to supply the load whenever needed. A PV 
system with a battery is configured by connecting the PV array to a module inverter. 
The inverter is connected to the battery bank and to any AC loads.  
A battery is an electrochemical cell, which is able to hold electrical energy as chemical 
energy. The battery size required in a PV solar power system is determined by the kind 
of the battery and the maximum amount of energy required for storage. Batteries 
forming part of a stand-alone system need appropriate storage to avoid humidity, have 
to be routinely maintained and typically need changing at approximately every eight 
year interval (Layadi et al., 2015). 
Two key concepts are relevant to a battery, namely, depth of discharge (DOD) and 
state of charge (SOC). DOD refers to the maximum amount of output energy that can 
be extracted from a battery for a particular application while SOC refers to the amount 
of charge energy remaining in the battery. Every battery has a different DOD rating 





Figure ‎3-3 Schematic diagram of the battery [adopted from Layadi et al., 2015]. 
It is preferable not to discharge energy below the DOD level specified for a battery as 
this will have a detrimental effect on battery life, decreasing the number of charge-
discharge cycles. Once fully charged, a battery has 100% energy. Deep discharge lead-
acid batteries which have a DOD of up to 80%.are recommended for use in stand-alone 
PV power systems because of their high performance (Assad, 2010).  
In addition, another important concept relevant to the battery is nominal capacity, 
which is defined as the number of amperes per hour which is produced maximally 
from the batteries. Battery efficiency is represented by the ratio between the charge 
extracted during discharge and the amount of charge required to restore the optimal 
state of charge (Hansen et al., 2000). 
The lifetime of the rechargeable battery is specified as the number of charge-discharge 
cycles the battery can maintain prior to losing 20% from its initial capacity (Hansen et 
al., 2000). However, this specification is only valid if the charging and discharging 
currents are well below the rated value, highlighting the importance of the charge 




3.3.3 Charge controller modules 
The charge controller, also referred to as the voltage regulator, is another vital 
component of the PV solar power system. It can be thought of as the brain of the 
system as it organises the power flow between the main components of the stand-
alone system (i.e. the PV generator and storage batteries) and the load. It ensures the 
battery bank is fully charged and by regulating the system voltage to the specified 
range it prolongs battery life by protecting it from being overcharged or completely 
discharged while preventing any reverse current flow as a result of over discharge. As 
previously noted, recharging generally takes place during the hours of darkness 
(Energypedia, 2014). 
 
Figure ‎3-4 General block diagram of a stand-alone PV system with MPPT 
Inserting the DC-DC converter between the PV arrays and the batteries is an important 
method of overcoming any undesired impact on the output power and achieving 
maximum performance. The importance of these DC-DC converters lies in seeking the 
maximum power point in addition to other typical functions of the converters which 




power point trackers (MPPTs) (Salas et al. 2006). Figure ‎3-4 shows a block diagram of a 
stand-alone PV system with MPPT. 
Typically, the two principal kinds of charge controllers widely utilised in current PV 
solar power systems include PWM and MPPT. Each of these techniques has its own 
appropriate specific function for monitoring the charge status of the battery when the 
difference results from the charging mode. Both types regulate charging rates based 
on the battery's charge level to enable charging at an optimal level which is nearer to 
maximum capacity and also to monitor the temperature of the battery in order to 
prevent overheating. Furthermore, the major function of the MPPT in the PV system is 
to operate the PV generator at its maximum power and to extract the maximum 
obtainable power. 
3.3.4 Power conditioning system (PCS) 
The PCS processes and controls the flow of electrical energy efficiently, so that it can 
optimally suit the load requirements. PECs form a key part of the PV system 
architecture and power semiconductor devices are fundamental components in 
determining the efficacy of PECs for power conditioning. They play a significant role in 
converting the disparate kinds of electricity, in order to benefit end users. Since the 
solar cell produces a DC-type of electricity, various types of power electronic 
converters are needed. Inverters transform the direct current (DC) power coming from 
the solar PV array into an alternating current (AC) which is then ready to be connected 
to the load. The inverter, sometimes referred to as a module-level power converter, 
also ensures the optimum usage of the PV generator, i.e. the MPPT (Femia et al., 
2013), modifies the power to maintain the required power factor, and protects the 




An inverter is vital in helping to meet load requirements. If the inverter is connected 
directly to the PV panels, it has to mirror their PV voltage and input current. Solar 
inverters are sized to work with the highest possible average efficiency to ensure that 
the total energy output is as high as possible. When PV solar power systems are 
installed in regions with lower irradiance levels, inverters are undersized to move the 
peak efficiency of the curve to an output power facilitating maximum energy gain. In 
sunny regions, conversely, inverters are oversized to accomplish the same purpose. 
The total energy output of a PV solar power system is determined by the number of PV 
panels connected per inverter. In the cheapest systems, only one central inverter is 
connected to all PV panels. Figure ‎3-5A shows a central inverter that connects PV 
modules to the grid in series known as strings. These series connections are linked in 
parallel via string diodes to a single central inverter to obtain a high power output 
between 10-250 kw (Hassaine et al. 2014). If each panel has its own inverter (referred 
to as a microinverter or module inverter) then every panel can work at the maximum 
power point. One of the major benefits of using central inverters is the high efficiency 
and the reduction in cost owing to usage of a single inverter. However various 
limitations have been found when using this central inverter including losses in string 
diodes, power losses due to the centralized MPPT and high voltage DC cables are 
required between the PV modules and the inverter (Hassaine et al., 2014). Failure in 
the central inverter can cause the entire PV system to cease operating (Nazeer et al., 
2017). 
Using string inverters is another possibility that can be used for coping with the 
shading of panels which can reduce output (see Figure ‎3-5B). Shading analysis is 




PV panels experiencing similar levels of shading, thus improving the efficiency of the 
whole system. Lee and Raichle (2011) found that under partial shading conditions, a 
system with microinverters produces 26% more power on average in comparison to a 
PV system employing a central inverter. Multiple MPPT systems can maximise power 
yield for a PV solar power system, even if part of the array is shaded.  
In this type of the inverter, each individual string of PV modules is linked to a separate 
inverter resulting in no loss of power related to the string diodes (Kjaer et al., 2005). 
Using the string inverter, the MPPT can be utilized for every string which leads to 
increased output efficiency of the PV modules compared to the PV modules with the 
central inverter and also reduces the cost as a result of mass production (Nazeer et al., 
2017).  
 
Figure ‎3-5 A=central inverter, B=string inverter 
As with the charge controller, the inverter is too equipped with MPPT electronic 




The point of maximum power output of a solar PV cell can be determined by a mixture 
of current or voltage. Where this is situated is likely to fluctuate constantly based on 
environmental factors such as irradiance, light levels, shading, temperature and the 
characteristics of the solar PV panel. A MPPT system constantly looks for this point to 
obtain the maximum power available from the cell. Two MPPT tracking algorithms, 
incremental conductance (IC) and perturb and observe (P&O), are used for this 
purpose. 
3.3.4.1 DC-DC boost converter 
Usually, DC-DC power converter devices are utilised to alter the output voltage from 
any level in the PV system to any other level. Figure ‎3-6 illustrates typical renewable 
energy system with a DC–DC converter. In order to produce the available power from 
the PV arrays using the tracking method, the DC-DC converters are connected between 
the PV arrays and the load. The popular DC-DC converters which typically used for 
power conversion are: boost converters, buck converters and buck boost converters. 
In these systems, the DC-DC converters are converted with the maximum power 





Figure ‎3-6 Circuit diagram of DC–DC boost converter [Rajesh and Mabel, 2015] 
3.3.4.2 DC-DC boost converters modelling  
There are numerous kinds of DC-DC converters. Generally speaking, they can be 
categorised into: step-down and step-up (boost converter) or a mixture of both these 
types. They are extensively employed in energy conditioning in fuel cell systems and 
MPPT to maximize the electric energy obtained from solar energy applications. The 
converter accepts a DC input voltage, producing a DC output voltage in those cases 
where the output voltage produced differs to the input. Some of the key parameters 
utilised in the converters incorporate silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCR), gate turn-off 
thyristors (GTOs), MOSFETs and IGBTs. The latter is used as a switching element in 
PECs in high switching frequency and current-voltage rating applications.  
A boost converter is an electronic circuit that converts a DC source from a low to a 
higher voltage level. The principal boost converter components are the switching 




Figure ‎3-7 shows a common schematic circuit of a boost converter in which the 
switching device takes the form of an IGBT as this is preferred for high power levels. 
 
Figure ‎3-7: IGBT in DC-DC boost converter 
MATLAB and SIMULINK: 
The simulation circuit diagram illustrated in Figure ‎3-7 was created by utilising MATLAB 
software (Bonkoungou et al., 2013). The circuit used comprised: an IGBT, inductor, 
diode, capacitor and load. In terms of parameters, the input voltage was denoted by Vi 
and was constant at a value of 5V. As for the Output voltage(Vo) in the circuit, this was 
connected to the VPV connector and illustrated the output voltage of the boost 
converter. Initially the voltage increased rapidly up to 9V finally dropping and 






‎3-8: The output voltage of the boost converter 
 
As for the other parameters, the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) operates at a 50% 
level of the duty cycle and is calculated based on the size of the pulse divided by the 
period multiplied by 100. The IGBT emitter current increased spontaneously to reach a 
maximum value of 1.47A, then decreased rapidly to 0.39A, finally stabilising at 0.56A. 
 
Figure 3.9 shows the emitter current of the IGBT which has the same variation shape 
as the collector current.  
 
 




Based on the above mentioned data, it was concluded that the results of the 
simulation revealed that the simulated boost converter worked correctly and that the 
data obtained concurred with that which had been found experimentally. 
 
 
Figure ‎3-10 IGBT Block diagram for DC-DC Boost converter 
 
Figure ‎3-10 demonstrates the direct control technique used for boost converters, 
highlighting the block model of the controller.  
Figure ‎3-10 was used in order to provide a detailed explanation for the components 
contained in figure 3.7. Figure 3.10 represents two circuits : the one on the left being 
the control device, with the one on the right hand side representing the boost device. 
The gate, inductor, diode, capacitor and the load are the components of the first part. 
The second part is the controller device, which includes the boost output voltage 
signal, a desired output voltage, hysteresis controller, a constant switching source, and 
a second gate controller. The parameters that were investigated using this block 




Since the IGBT is most commonly used for the purposes of switching, it is important to 
fully understand the conduction mode (on-state) or the cut-off mode (off-state) (see 
Figure ‎3-11a). During the on-state the semi-conductive switch is conducting and 
current builds up in the inductor producing an electromagnetic field that is able to 
store energy. In this state, the switch (S) is closed, producing an increase in the 
inductor current (see Figure ‎3-11 below).‎The‎ IGBT’s‎on- and off-states are regulated 
by appropriately designed gating circuits which activate and deactivate the gate 
terminal. Where a positive input voltage signal across the gate and the emitter is 
applied the device will remain in an on state, while contrastingly, a zero or slightly 
negative input gate will result in an off state. 
During the off-state, the semi-conductive switch is not conducting which leads to a 
collapse of the electromagnetic field. In this scenario, the switch is open (Figure ‎3-11c) 
with the sole path to the inductor current being offered via the flyback diode (D), 
capacitor (C) and the load (R). This leads to a transfer of energy into the capacitor, 
which will have accumulated during the on-state.  
Where the field collapses, any energy stored does not escape through the semi-
conductive switch; rather, it passes through the diode and into the load/capacitor at a 
far higher voltage. This happens several thousand times per second via the pulses 
delivered by a timing circuit, enabling the charge of a high-voltage capacitor from a 
low-voltage source. 
For a boost converter running on continuous mode, the current passed via the 
inductor will never drop to zero. During the on-state, the switch (S) is closed, making 




through the inductor to alter during a time period (t), which can be expressed 
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This formula shows that the variation of the inductor current (I) is determined by the 
inductance (L), the duty cycle (D), the period (T) and the input voltage (V). 
During the off-state (Figure ‎3-11c), the switch (S) is open, which results in the inductor 
current (I) flowing through the load, as given by equation 3.3. 

















Thus, the inductor current has to be identical at the start and end of the commutation 





∆𝐼𝐿 𝑜𝑛 + ∆𝐼𝐿 𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 0 (‎3-5) 
 
By rearranging the above equations, the input/output characteristic of a boost 











𝑉𝑜= average output voltage 
𝑉𝑖= the input voltage, PV voltage 
𝑇𝑠= switching period 
D= duty cycle 
𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓=switching off of the IGBT 
Equation 3-6 shows that the link between input and output voltage is regulated by the 
switch duty cycle (D). According to this equation, output voltage always exceeds the 
input voltage (as the duty cycle goes from 0 to 1), which increases with D, theoretically 
to infinity as D approaches  
Boost converter models, in general, can be determined by three elements: the inductor 









Figure ‎3-11: (a) A schematic diagram circuit of a boost converter (b) The equivalent circuit for 
closed switch mode (c) The equivalent circuit during open switch mode. 
3.3.4.3 Principle Operations of control for DC-DC Boost Converter Modelling  
Figure ‎3-12 illustrates two square wave control signals. One of these signals represents 
the hysteresis controller, while the second represents a constant frequency source, 
which is composed of a fixed duty cycle (which is also followed by a second block 
switch). The final device contains the main controller, with the controller law 
highlighted in Table ‎3-3 below.  
 
Table ‎3-3 Main Controller Law 
𝑉2(𝑡) ≤ 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑡) 𝑉3(𝑡) → 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  






Figure ‎3-12 voltage controls for Boost converter 
In transient response, provided the output voltage exceeds that of the reference, it is 
generally observed that the main controller tends to function with the first condition 
or state. This leads to an increase in voltage. In this process, the role of the diode is to 
prevent any possibility of a reverse current, and by doing so this ensures the flow of 
the current from source to load (in one direction). During the process, the power of 
the inductance current is raised, prompting a corresponding increase in voltage; this 
rise is regarded as being linear in equating power analysis (power average).  
Turning the switch off causes an alteration to the inductance current. The result of 
which means the positive voltage becomes negative and vice versa, based on Ampere's 
Law. The last effect leads to the voltage increasing (the source voltage besides the 
accumulated energy in coil). At the last moment, the current flows from the coil to the 
low-pass filter, thereby producing an increase in the output voltage. In the last state, 
this process can achieve a discontinuous mode (where the inductor current drops to 
zero); alternatively, it can remain within a continuous conduction mode. The role of 
the constant switching source is critical here as it not only determines, but also 
controls the rise time, transient time and maximum voltage. The reason being that the 
main controller would not have selected the hysteresis controller at this juncture. This 
point is only achieved once the system reaches the reference value. Once attained, the 




control. In other words, the system begins to start ringing into the hysteresis band. 
While this process does have its strengths, one of its primary drawbacks is that the 
output will reach the hysteresis band, and once the system achieves its limit, 
modulation is produced due to the interaction between the  hysteresis band and 
switching source. The hysteresis band also functions to determine the maximum 
tolerance ripple.  
Once the system begins to commutate, transient time will eventually occur and 
switching frequency will rely on filter values, inductance and the hysteresis firing. A 
Variable Pulse Width Modulation Frequency System (VPWM) has been created in 
order to assist the system in self-stabilization.  Within the VPWM, the firing frequency 
of the transistor turning on/off action dictates the switching period. This process 
continues until a stable state within the system has been achieved, as well as when 
load changes occur, due to the variations in output voltage which are being generated. 
 
      B. Steady State Response 
As soon as the controller law produces V2 (t) as the output signal from the main 
controller (transient operation has disappeared), this leads to a system state change 
(switching on and off) which in turn leads to a ringing between the hysteresis band. 
This is due to the change in output voltage, as it seeks to achieve a state of stability. 
Table ‎3-4.(below) which expresses the control law. 
 
Table ‎3-4 Hysteresis controller law 
Intput Outout 
𝑒(𝑡) > +𝛿 1 
𝑉(𝑡) > −𝛿 0 
 
As‎ the‎ boost‎ output‎ voltage‎ is‎ judged‎ against‎ a‎ “desired”‎ value‎ that‎ is‎ known,‎ this‎
leads to the creation of an error signal, which triggers the hysteresis being switched to 
the on position, and being at a fixed point where it will remain up until the error value 
reaches a point below -𝛿. 
This error value symbolises the reference signal of the hysteresis controller. Since the 




direct output voltage control, which prompts the variations in frequency reflected in 
the switch and duty cycle respectively. 
It is worth mentioning that the implementation of a hysteresis controller does not 
provide any assurances of achieving the hysteresis band. It is possible to replicate the 
inductance action as a current source, and this will produce a charge in discharge in 
the capacitor, where the frequency being generated will be contingent on the fixed 
frequency source or hysteresis.  
Consequently,‎ the‎ output‎ filter’s‎ parameters‎ may‎ be‎ ascertained‎ by‎ offering‎ a‎
minimum switching frequency that is analogous to the fixed one. This will tend to 
remain as the switching action of the main controller and switching will commutate 
between the hysteresis and fixed source. 
The switching frequency produced as a result of the hysteresis controller can be 








In Figure ‎3-13 the current control has a multitude of applications in power converters. It 
is utilised as a control boost converter and from amongst its benefits are its ability to 
eliminate the external compensation ramp as well as being able to achieve an increase 
gain for DC and low frequencies. It is also able to counter noise that is produced in the 
sensed current signal.  
Proteus represents just one of a range of simulation packages that can be used, and 







Figure ‎3-13Boost converters with current sensing 
It‎ is‎noted‎that‎where‎the‎sensing‎resistor’s‎value‎ is‎small,‎ its‎overall‎effect‎on‎Boost‎
Converter activity is negligible. Furthermore, a few assumptions are made in this 
model – the first being that the switches were ideal and the second that output had a 
low overall ripple.  
 In this process, Equation 3.8 expresses the duty cycle, where 𝑡𝑜𝑛 represents the time 





      ‎3-8 
The value of the controlled current source is derived from Equation 3.13, with 
Equation 3.10 expressing the voltage value across the controlled voltage source. In this 
second equation, 𝐼𝐿 refers to the current through the inductor when the MOSFET is on, 









𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑑𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡   ‎3-10 
In general terms, Boost converter models can be said to be governed based on three 
variables: the inductor current 𝐼𝐿when the MOSFET is on, the output voltage of the 
converter 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 and the duty cycle value which is represented by d. 
For the current control, the reference current 𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑓 refers to the control variable which 





𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟 = 𝑅𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝐼𝐿     ‎3-11 
                        
In order to determine the duty cycle value of the current control, the sensed current 
and reference current values need to be included. Once the duty cycle value has been 
obtained, it can be fed into the DC-to-DC converter model to determine the required 
waveforms. 




Figure ‎3-14 current control with PWM 
Once the inverting terminal is linked to the capacitor and resistor in parallel, the 
amplifier functions as a low pass filter, which means it is possible to disregard the 
ripple switching in the inductor current 𝐼𝐿and 𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒.  
The inverting terminal of the Op Amp connected to 𝑅2, is sustained by the sensed 
current signal, while the non-inverting terminal of the Op Amp is connected to 𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑓. 
In this process, the signal icon functions as the comparator output, and works by 
comparing between 𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 and 𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑓, amplifying any discrepancies between the two. 
The signal icon works by feeding into the inverting input of the comparator, thereby 
generating the duty cycle d. The non-inverting terminal element of the comparator is 
sustained by a saw tooth signal, which is expressed by the value 𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑤𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ and 
frequency fsawtooth. It is the resulting signal from the comparator d, which is deemed 
the pulse width modulated signal (PWM) and is responsible for controlling the 




It is possible to model the PWM circuit as a constant multiplier 1 𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑤𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ
⁄ and voltage 
limiter. The latter of which aims to restrict the duty cycle between d min and d max. 




Figure ‎3-15Design of current control 
 
From the data provided in Figure ‎3-15, it is possible to derive the transfer function of 
the duty cycle for the current control scheme, which is denoted by the following 
formula: 
 
𝑑(𝑠) = 1 𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟
⁄ (𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑠) + 𝐻(𝑠)(𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑠) − 𝑅𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝐼𝐿(𝑠))   ‎3-12 
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3.3.4.4 DC-DC buck converter 
The circuit diagram of the buck-converter is shown in Figure ‎3-16. Owing to its 
simplicity and high efficiency, the DC-DC buck converter plays an important role in PV 
systems (Karatepe et al., 2009). Buck converters regulate the voltage, current and 
power from the PV system and charge the battery effectively at times of uncertain 
power output (Ko and Chao, 2012). This type of the converter can be utilized to 
connect high module voltages to the low module voltages (battery, load) owing to the 
lower voltage value of the output voltage compared to the higher input voltage 
magnitude (Mohan et al., 2004).  
 
Figure ‎3-16 Circuit diagram of DC–DC buck converter 
3.4 PV solar cell characteristics  
An ideal solar cell may be modelled by a current source in parallel with a diode. As no 
solar cell is considered ideal in practical terms, this necessitates the addition of a shunt 
resistance and a series of resistance components to the model. In order to understand 
the process of electronic behaviour as it pertains to a solar cell, models can be created 
which are electrically equivalent, and use discrete ideal electrical components with 
well-defined behaviour. An example of this type of equivalent circuit is highlighted in 





Figure ‎3-17: The equivalent circuit for a solar cell [Oi, Akihiro 2005] 
 
The internal photocurrent of the PV solar cell (IPH), within PV cell equivalent circuit is 
shown in Figure ‎3-18 along with the boost converter for the MPPT application. 
  
 
Figure ‎3-18: PV solar cell equivalent circuit integrated within a MPPT system  
A parallel diode (D), internal series and parallel resistances (RS and RP) are clearly 
visible in this circuit, as well as the total current and voltage IPV and VPV, respectively. 
Total current (IPV) can be demonstrated in relation to diode (ID) and parallel resistance 
currents (IP) using the following formula: 
IPV = IPH − ID − IP (‎3-15) 
 
IPV = IPH − IO (exp [
q(VPV + IPVRS)
AkTC









where I0 represents the total diffusion current, VPV represents the output voltage, q 
is the charge of one electron, Tc is the solar cell temperature, k is the Boltzmann 
constant and A is the junction perfection factor, responsible for determining the 
diode deviation from the ideal p-n junction.  


























PV voltage, VPV as a function of the current, IPV is represented as:  
 
𝑉𝑃𝑉 = 2𝑛 (
𝐾𝑇𝐶








Figure ‎3-19and Figure ‎3-20 illustrate the impact of cell temperature and 















Figure ‎3-20 Illustrate impacted of chains resistances during (1KW/m², 





Figure ‎3-21 PV effect systems by number of cells. 
3.4.1 The main parameters for measuring the PV system 
The primary electrical parameters that can be used to characterize PV modules are 
shown in Figure ‎3-22 and listed below. These are usually measured under STC 
(see ‎1.5.1):  
Open circuit voltage (VOC): The highest value of voltage of the PV solar cells under the 
open circuit conditions (I =0). 
Short circuit current (ISC): The highest value of current produced by the PV solar cells 
under the short circuit current conditions (V=0). 
Maximum power (p max): The operational point p max (I max, V max) which is the 
highest efficiency that can be obtained from PV solar cells. 
𝑝 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐼 𝑚𝑎x∗ 𝑉 𝑚𝑎𝑥 
Fill factor (FF): The ratio of the maximum power that can be produced from the solar 
cells to the load and the produced ISC and VOC.  
Voltage at maximum power (V p max): The voltage value generated by the module 




Current at maximum power (I max): The current value produced by the module which 
corresponds to the maximum value of power for that module. 
 
 














3.4.2 Failure in PV systems  
 
Although there are major advantages in using PV systems to supply electricity, these 
systems may be exposed to various operational issues, which may result in fluctuation 
in their output power or even occasionally in breakdown. As previously noted in 
Chapter 1, these may be caused by a range of environmental factors that affect the PV 
arrays such as a reduction in solar irradiance due to clouds, dust, high temperatures or 
moisture. In addition, this can also be the result of the degradation of the PV system 
over time, module defects or string defects (Stettler et al., 2005). Although the power 
conditioning system can be used to detect failure in a large scale PV power plant, it is 
harder to monitor this in a PV string/panel. Thus, identifying a novel early stage failure 




The primary objective of this chapter has involved utilising MATLAB and SIMULINK to 
design and model a DC Boost converter. The DC Boost convertor has been used to 
generate low DC voltage, thereby converting low levels of DC voltage into a higher DC 
voltage. In order to achieve this, certain parameters were used by the convertor, and 
these were: Input voltage, Output voltage, duty cycle, collector and emitter current. 
These parameters are considered to be important because they provide a control for 
and regulate the output voltage from the DC Boost convertor unit itself. 
As is known, the DC Boost convertor regulates/controls how the PV system operates 
and so one can infer that it represents the core or heart of the PV system, analogically 




operate effectively whilst being subjected to a myriad of environmental factors, it is 
only logical that the DC Boost convertor must be designed and modelled optimally in 
order to produce the desired outcome from the said PV system. The link of the 
environment to the efficiency of the PV system cannot be underestimated, and so this 
must be harnessed to produce a PV system that is fit for purpose and able to work 
harmoniously with the environment, rather than trying to control it.      
 With regards to determining the relationship between the operation of the PV system 
and the different environmental factors it may encounter, the modelling of the DC 
Boost convertor system in this chapter has determined that changes in temperature do 
affect‎the‎PV‎system’s‎voltage‎output.‎Higher‎temperatures‎have‎significantly‎affected‎
the voltage of the PV system. This issue can be resolved, to an extent, by increasing the 
number of solar panels used in the PV system as an increased number of panels will 
yield a greater output voltage and thereby offset the effects of an increase in 
temperature.   
The other issue to consider is the effect of the environment on the operation and 
efficiency of the PV system itself. Factors such as humidity, dust, and high 
temperatures all need to be considered, as they can all have an impact of the output 
voltage produced by the PV system. This is where the design of the DC Boost convertor 
is‎critical,‎as‎a‎‘built‎in’‎early‎fault‎diagnosis‎system‎triggered‎by‎the‎abovementioned‎
environmental factors would clearly need to be an integral aspect of the design. This 
would help to detect changes in environmental factors which may adversely affect the 




In conclusion, this study has established a clear, causal link between temperature and 
the efficiency of the PV system. The effects of temperature can be mitigated to an 
extent by using more solar panels in the PV system. However, given the temperatures 
that may be produced in hotter climates such as Saudi Arabia, it is clear that this 
relationship needs to be monitored so that optimal results are being produced for this 
kind of technology. All of this must consider the costs and expenditure involved in 
producing, maintaining and monitoring this type of technology, if in the long run, it is 








4 Thermal and Acoustic Modelling of Power Electronics 
4.1  Introduction  
Previous research has classified AE as an appropriate NDT method for detecting micro-
structural characterisation and monitoring damage processes due to its sensitive 
transient response. During heat and under any harsh conditions, the power 
semiconductor modules of PV systems experience high mechanical and thermal 
stresses, which can lead to bond wire lift-off and solder joint fatigue faults. These 
stresses can in turn lead to malfunctions of the electronic power modules. The current 
research and development status of AE measurement techniques have allowed the 
field of NDT of condition monitoring to be expanded to power electronics. It is 
envisioned that by merging different signal conditioning and analysis, useful 
information can be extracted from AE signals, which can provide information regarding 
the health of PEDs, AE technique could serve as a method of early detection of such 
defects and be used to monitor any unexpected anomalies in the power 
semiconductor devices of a PV power system.  
The chapter begins by explaining the theoretical background to thermo-acoustic 
behaviour for power electronics applications and then discusses more technical 
information concerning the acquisition and analysis of AE signals to describe the 
thermo-acoustic behaviour of PEDs.  
4.2 Thermal modelling 
Researchers have shown that due to its operating characteristics, the IGBT module 
deteriorates after undergoing a significant amount of thermal stress cycle. Chibante et 




describe the electro-thermal effect of IGBT. A later study by Tang et al. (2012) 
explained how the different temperature characteristics during turn-on and turn-off 
transient affect lifetime of IGBTs.  
The electro-thermal temperature dispersion from an IGBT can be mathematically 
explained using a Foster network thermal model (Allbabar and Batunlu, 2018) as 
shown in Figure ‎4-1. Its formula can be expressed as: 
𝑇(𝑠) = ∑
1/𝐶𝑡ℎ𝑛







where 𝑇 represents the emitted temperature, and; 
 𝑃 is the power loss. 
N is the order polynomial regression 
C is the capacitor 
R is resistance 
The summation annotation indicates an equivalent thermal Foster network as shown 
in (‎4-1). This represents the summation of the response of the first order system of RC 
circuits, in which 𝐶𝑡ℎ𝑛 ∙ 𝑅𝑡ℎ𝑛 is equivalent to the time constant of the system. 𝑃𝐿 is the 
power loss in the energy conversion of the IGBT. Technically, by determining the 
transient characteristic of 𝑃𝐿, it is possible to verify the electro-thermal temperature, 





Figure ‎4-1: Thermal Foster network 
4.3 Acoustic Emissions 
4.3.1 Characteristics of AE 
According to the American Society of Testing and Materials Terminology for Non-
Destructive‎Examination‎(1982),‎AE‎ is‎defined‎technically‎as‎“the‎class‎of‎phenomena‎
whereby transient elastic waves are generated by the rapid release of energy from 
localised sources‎ within‎ a‎ material.”‎ AE‎ is‎ identified‎ to‎ be‎ a‎ naturally‎ occurring‎
phenomenon that has been observed in a broad scope of materials, structures and 
procedures. At one extreme, seismic events are a form of AE whilst in extreme 
comparison, AE has been observed in the dislocations produced in stressed metals 
(Miller and McIntire, 2005).  
When a material cracks under stress, the cracking process emits acoustic waves that 
emanate in an omni-directional manner from the source. An AE sensor (usually piezo-
electric based as detailed above) in contact with the material being monitored, is used 
to detect the mechanical shock wave and convert the low displacement into an 
electronic signal that is amplified by a preamplifier and processed by the AE 
instrument. As previously noted, AE is usually transient in nature, occurring in discrete 
bursts,‎ interpreted‎ as‎ AE‎ “hits”.‎ Through‎ the‎ analysis‎ of‎ aspects‎ of‎ the‎ waveforms‎






Stress plays an important role in the AE generation process. In many AE applications, 
stress is automatically applied by the process itself (for example, pipelines) while in 
other cases, the stress is the result of an externally induced force. The most important 
thing, however, is that the stresses being applied are non-destructive, and also that 
they are well below the expected defect tolerance of the material.  
AE testing can be performed in the field with portable instruments or in a laboratory 
setting. A typical design system contains a sensor (ultrasound transducer), 
preamplifier, filter, and amplifier, along with measurement tool, display, and storage 
equipment (e.g. transducer, pulse generator, oscilloscopes, voltmeters, and personal 
computer). Figure ‎4-2 shows the typical set-up for running an AE test. 
 
Figure ‎4-2: A typical AE test set-up [adapted from Huang, 1998] 
One significant barrier to the use of AE techniques is that it requires a suitable 
hardware set-up for accurate and effective data acquisition. More knowledge about 
signal processing and analysis is crucial to identify the useful information which lies 




AE is usually in the form of an elastic stress field and there are no emissions without 
this stress. For this reason, Pollock (1989) recommends that AE testing generally 
requires controlled loading of the structure under examination. Any displacement 
within the structural surface being tested is identified by the AE sensors which convert 
these movements into an electrical signal by making use of a piezoelectric crystal. 
Following this process of sensing and subsequent pre-amplification, the signal will then 
be transmitted to the main instrument for filtering and amplification. A digital output 
pulse is generated every time the AE signals exceed the voltage which has been set at a 
fixed threshold level with a comparator circuit being used to detect this signal. The 
operator generally sets this level and this key variable effectively determines the 
sensitivity of the test (Miller and McIntire, 2005). 
The operating frequency of the equipment used for AE testing typically has a range of 
20 to 1200 kHz and is extremely sensitive to any surface displacement. This sensitivity 
means that the equipment is able to detect material deformation, crack growth and 
processes such as phase transformation, flow and solidification (Miller and McIntire, 
2005). Technological advances mean that AE systems can handle increasingly high 
rates of data acquisition and faster signal processing. This ability to store ever greater 
quantities of waveform data has helped to improve our understanding of AE wave 
propagation.  
4.3.2 Signal measurement parameters 
Five key signal measurement parameters are used in AE signal analysis, namely, 
amplitude, counts, the measured area under the rectified signal envelope, also known 
as relative energy, duration and rise time. Figure ‎4-3 shows a typical AE "hit waveform" 




field although a number of other parameters are sometimes used in test and analysis 
including average frequency, count-to-peak, absolute energy, and spectral moment 
(Miller and McIntire, 2005). 
 
Figure ‎4-3: Definitions used for recording AE events (Shukri, 2012) 
Amplitude (A) is a crucial parameter. It refers to the maximum peak voltage reached 
by an AE waveform and has an explicit connection to the magnitude of the AE source 
event, determining its detectability. AE amplitude can vary widely from micro-volts to 
volts and is usually conveyed utilising a decibel scale, which defines 1 𝜇V at the 
transducer as 0 dB, 10 𝜇V as 20dB, 100 µV as 40dB, continuing on. 
One of the easiest and longest established ways of quantifying the AE signal is through 
threshold-crossing pulses or counts, also referred to as ring-down counts (N). This 
measure relies heavily on both the acoustic properties and reverberant nature of the 




Energy (E) is the measured area under the rectified signal envelope (MARSE). Since this 
is less dependent on threshold settings and operating frequencies and is sensitive to  
amplitude and duration, it is usually preferred over counts. True Energy measures the 
true energy of an AE event through using transient signals or particular data rate 
intervals from uninterrupted AE signals. It is calculated in atto-joules (1x10-10 J = 1 aJ). 
Absolute energy is calculated through the integral of the squared voltage signal 
divided by the reference resistance‎ (10‎ kΩ)‎ over‎ the‎ duration‎ of‎ the‎ AE‎ waveform‎
packet (PAC, 2005). 
Duration (D), measured in microseconds, refers to the length of the time from the first 
threshold crossing to the last. It is useful for noise filtering and for other types of signal 
qualification. Finally, rise time (R) can be defined as the time elapsed between the first 
threshold crossing and the peak of the signal. 
Using signal processing software, current AE systems can identify these parameters, 
denoted as feature data. This process is conducted through isolating the value of said 
parameters from waveform data. This process is reliant upon the wave propagation 
process between the source and sensor and can be utilised for a number of signal 
qualification and noise rejection processes. Pollock (1989) provided a useful summary 
of AE data display, categorising this in the following way:  
1. History/Time plots 
2. Distribution functions showing the statistical properties of the AE 
3. Channel plots showing the distribution of AE detected by each channel 
4. Location displays showing the position of the AE source 
5. Point plots showing correlations between various AE parameters and 
6. Diagnostic plots showing the magnitude of AE from various parts of a structure 




4.3.3 AE source mechanism 
As noted previously, AE consist of stress waves created through the rapid release of 
elastic energy in stressed materials, with emissions being classified as continuous or 
transient waves. The former are typically produced by processes involving rapid 
repetition including fluid flow, machine vibration and continuous friction between 
surfaces. In the case of continuous waves, amplitude and frequency may fluctuate but 
there is no end to the AE signal Figure ‎4-4. 
 
Figure ‎4-4: Typical continuous AE signal  
 
Transient waves, on the other hand, produce burst-type signals since they are 
generated through a sudden and permanent change in the material. These may take 
the form of corrosion and deformation processes caused by defects. In this case, the 
discernible start and end of the signal can be detected and it clearly differs from the 




Scruby (1987) identifies the classic sources of AE as being defect-related deformation 
processes, for example, plastic deformation. In metals specifically, other mechanisms 
causing AE include formation and growth of micro cracks, sudden crack growth, 
frictional processes caused in crack closure and opening, and also movement and 
multiplication of dislocations (Heiple, 1987). 
 
Figure ‎4-5: Typical transient AE signal  
The amount of AE energy that is released is principally dependent on the speed of 
these deformation processes and their size. Thus, although the formation and then 
subsequent movement of a single dislocation will create an AE stress wave, an isolated 
process of this type will not be sufficiently large to produce a detectable result. 
However, millions of combined dislocations all moving simultaneously will cause 
individual stress waves to overlap and this superimposition will mean detection is likely 
to occur (Heiple, 1987). 
AE can provide data that are detailed and immediate making it a very valuable tool for 
studying material damage. AE analysis proves most useful when it is used with other 




measurement of crack growth using a Krak gauge, or employing visual techniques, for 
example microscopy or digital image correlation. AE can be said to complement these 
techniques by providing additional data on the dynamics of the damage that has 
occurred or on underlying processes of deformation. It can also shed light on the 
progress of transition from one form of deformation or impairment within a material 
to another (Pollock, 1989). 
4.3.4 Ultrasound wave properties 
Acoustic or ultrasound waves are a type of longitudinal wave that propagates by 
means of adiabatic compression and decompression. Their direction of vibration 
follows their direction of travel. Acoustic waves travel at the speed of sound which is 
dependent upon the medium they are passing through and are characterised by the 
following parameters: 
 Velocity refers to the speed at which a sound wave propagates through a specific 
medium. This is inversely proportional to the density of that medium and is directly 
related to its stiffness.  
 The maximum distance that particles move from their normal position is known as 
amplitude. The louder a sound is, the more energy that it carries and the greater 
its amplitude.  
 The frequency of the sound wave is the number of oscillations it generates per unit 
of time (usually per second).  
 Wavelength is the term used to designate the distance from one pressure peak to 
the next one. Wavelength depends on the frequency with which the sound wave 
propagates and the medium involved. 
 Attenuation causes a travelling wave to decrease in power as the distance from 
the reflective material increases. The power of the reflected wave decreases in 
comparison to the power of the incident wave. 
Sound pressure, particle velocity, particle displacement and sound intensity are all 




4.3.5 Propagation of AE waves  
AE signals constitute the response produced by a transducer to the sound waves 
generated in a solid medium (Miller and McIntire, 2005). Figure ‎4-6 shows that AE 
waves released at source can fundamentally be considered to be a stress pulse caused 
by permanent displacement in a material. 
 
Figure ‎4-6: Stress waves released at AE source [adopted from Pollock 1989] 
This displacement waveform corresponds to the permanent change that is related to 
the source processes. The height and width of the pulse that is generated is dependent 
upon the dynamic of these processes. Thus, if crack growth occurs at the microscopic 
level this may last only a few microseconds and consequently the pulse that is 
produced has a similarly brief duration. It should be noted that the amplitude and 




one extreme to major crack extensions at the other. As Figure ‎4-7 illustrates, a stress 
wave is dependent on the nature of the source (in this case, a growing micro-crack) 
and often possesses strong directionality, radiating outwards from the original source 
in all directions.  
 
 
Figure ‎4-7: Angular dependence of AE radiating from a growing micro-crack [Pollock, 1989] 
 
Figure 4.7 is used to measure the length, width and angle of the wave frequency 
generated from the AE sensor. This helps to measure and determine the changes in 
any wave frequency. In this study more specifically, it will help to record the changes in 
the transistor when it goes from on to off.  
AE is initially propagated from a point source as bulk waves, taking two basic forms, as 







Figure ‎4-8: Basic modes of wave propagation in solid media [Rindorf 1981] 
When longitudinal waves strike the surface of solid materials, this may create a further 
wave mode referred to as a surface wave or a Raleigh wave (Figure ‎4-9). 
 
Figure ‎4-9: Surface wave particle motion (Rindorf, 1981) 
The test specimens used in many AE studies consist of plate-like structures (Aggelis et 
al. 2011; Holland et al. 2000; Grondel et al. 2002) which propagate Lamb waves using 
two modes of propagation, known as symmetric (S0) and asymmetric (A0) (Figure ‎4-10). 
The former refers to plane of the late which forms the larger component of 
displacement with the latter referring to the larger displacement component flexural 
mode, which is perpendicular to the plane of the plate. These types of propagation are 





Figure ‎4-10: Lamb waves [Rindorf 1981] 
In the symmetric mode, the plane of the plate forms the larger component of 
displacement while in asymmetric mode, the larger displacement component in the 
flexural‎mode‎is‎perpendicular‎to‎the‎plate’s‎plane.‎Lamb‎waves‎can‎only‎occur‎if‎the‎
plate’s‎thickness‎is‎much‎smaller‎than‎its‎other‎two‎dimensions while the wavelength 
is much larger than the plate thickness (Gorman, 1991). 
4.3.6 Wave attenuation  
When waves travel through propagate within a medium, the subsequent AE response 
can be explicitly impacted by the reduction of energy. This decrease of amplitude as 
waves of media is denoted as attenuation (Miller and McIntire, 2005), evident in the 
near and far field. Near-field attenuation refers to the loss of amplitude which occurs 
in close proximity to the source. When this occurs further from the original source, it is 
known as far-field attenuation. 
Pollock (1986) identifies four main causes of attenuation, namely, geometric 
spreading, internal friction, velocity dispersion and dissipation of acoustic energy into 
adjacent media. The first of these, geometric spreading, is considered to be a major 
contributor to near-field attenuation mechanism, causing significant decreases in 




within the medium creating a corresponding decrease in amplitude. In the case of a 
bulk wave, the amplitude decreases by a proportion of 1/r (r = distance of 
propagation). In wave propagation involving two dimensional waves, such as Lamb 
waves, the amplitude of the signal decreases by a proportion of 1/r1/2 (Miller and 
McIntire, 2005). 
Energy absorption caused by internal friction may be responsible for far-field 
attenuation since this can convert acoustic energy into thermal energy within a 
material. Since the absorption mechanism is usually frequency dependent, larger 
losses typically occur as a result of the fact that AE waves propagate at a higher 
frequency. 
When Lamb waves spread within a plate-like structure, attenuation that is caused by 
dispersion usually takes place. When the frequency components of different modes of 
Lamb wave are superimposed at source their propagation distance varies in relation to 
their velocity. In the case of examples such as guided waves employed for ultrasonic 
testing, levels of attenuation can be extremely large. 
In the case of the final type of attenuation mechanism, acoustic energy may dissipate 
into adjacent materials; thus grains in metals, surface coating or fluids contained in 
piping systems or vessels may all result in internal scattering of AE signals and 
subsequently act as sources of attenuation.  
In order to ensure that attenuation does not impact on the detection of an AE signal, 
several transducers need to be arranged in close proximity so that it is possible to 
detect any AE events originating from any part of the structure under examination. It is 




empirically by making use of simulated AE testing or by basing this on prior experience 
with structures of a similar type and composition. Through positioning multiple sensors 
in varying distances from the AE source it is possible to measure attenuation levels. It 
is possible to calculate attenuation using the following equation: 
 = 20/x log A1/A2 (‎4-2) 
 
where  is the attenuation coefficient (decibels over distance); x is the distance 
between detection points; A1 refers to the amplitude of the signal at point 1; and A2 is 
the amplitude of the signal at point 2. The attenuation coefficient is calculated as a 
function‎of‎the‎AE‎wave’s‎frequency‎content‎and‎the‎medium‎of‎wave‎propagation. 
4.4 Analysing AE signals  
A number of different signal-processing techniques and algorithms can be employed 
for mechanical diagnosis, and it is important to select the correct approach to gather 
the data required for an investigation. Three types of data acquisition techniques exist, 
which can be referred to as value type, waveform type and multidimensional type. The 
first of these, value-type data, consists of a single value collected at a specific time; 
data of the waveform type must be gathered as a series over time; while 
multidimensional-type data comes from multiple dimensions and is collected in a time 
epoch. For the purpose of condition monitoring, the most commonly used waveform 
data come from vibration signals and AEs. Others include ultrasonic signals, the current 
produced by a motor and partial discharge. For the purposes of waveform data 
analysis, three principal categories of analysis are employed, which are referred to as 
time-domain, frequency-domain and time-frequency, each of which are outlined in the 




Before data from the acoustic event itself can be analysed, it must be cleaned for the 
purposes of eliminating or reducing any noise disturbance and errors. This process 
must be carried out employing manually operated graphical tools. A range of signal 
processing techniques have been created to facilitate analysis and interpretation of 
condition monitoring and fault diagnosis data as, in reality, images taken from raw 
signals are generally used for feature extraction. However, data that can be used 
immediately for fault detection is unavailable. Therefore, better results and 
interpretation may sometimes be produced by combining image and waveform 
processing (Jardine et al., 2006). 
4.4.1 Time-domain analysis 
Time-domain analysis is widely used for the purposes of calculating impedance values 
along a transmission line, in addition to determining engine faults, with this being 
based directly on the time waveform itself. Typically, time-domain analysis involves 
calculating characteristic features from time waveform signals using descriptive 
statistics. These can include mean, peak, peak-to-peak interval, standard deviation, 
crest factor, together with other high-order statistics, for example, root mean square 
(RMS), skewness, kurtosis, etc. (Jardine et al., 2006). 
Many time-domain analysis techniques can be used to analyse waveform data for 
machinery fault diagnostics, with time synchronous average (TSA) being one of the 
most popular time-domain approaches. The TSA makes use of the ensemble average of 
the raw signal over a number of evolutions in an attempt to remove or reduce noise 
and effects from other sources, so as to enhance the signal components of interest. 




  𝑆̅ (𝑡) =
1
𝑁
∑ 𝑠(𝑡 + 𝑛𝑇), 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇𝑁−1𝑛=0  (‎4-3) 
 
where s(t) is the signal, T is the averaging period and N is the number of samples for 
averaging. 
In more developed time-domain analysis approaches, time-series models are applied 
to waveform data. The primary basis behind time-series modelling is fitting waveform 
data to a parametric time series model in which to then obtain features built on this 
parametric model. Two models are most frequently cited in the literature: the 
autoregressive (AR) model and the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model. An 
ARMA model of order p,q, denoted by ARMA(p,q), is expressed by equation 4-4: 




and constant variance 2, and ai, bi are model coefficients. An AR model of order p is a 
special case of ARMA (p,q) in which q = 0. Poyhonen et al. applied the AR model to 
vibration signals collected from an induction motor and used the AR model coefficients 
as extracted features. 
4.4.2 Frequency-domain analysis 
Frequency-domain analysis is based on the transformed signal in the frequency 
domain, which makes it easier to identify and isolate certain frequency components of 
interest than is the case for time-domain analysis. Spectrum analysis using FFT is the 
dominant form of conventional analysis. This analysis technique either examines the 
whole spectrum or focuses on particular frequency components of interest, extracting 




spectrum which is defined as E[X(f)X ∗ (f)], where X(f) is the Fourier transform of signal 
x(t), E denotes expectation and ∗ denotes complex conjugate. Other useful auxiliary 
tools for spectrum analysis include graphical presentation of the spectrum, frequency 
filters, side-band structure analysis and envelope analysis (also called amplitude 
demodulation). The Hilbert transform is a useful tool in the latter form of analysis 
which has also been used for machine fault detection and diagnostics (Jardine et al., 
2006). 
Although the power spectrum has gained widespread acceptance, other spectra have 
been shown to possess specific benefits for signal processing analysis in certain cases. 
Among these, power spectrum, described as the inverse Fourier transform of the 
logarithmic power spectrum, is widely favoured for detecting harmonics and sideband 
patterns in power spectra. High-order spectra, such as bi- or tri-spectrum, can provide 
more diagnostic information for non-Gaussian signals than the power spectrum. These 
are actually the Fourier transforms of the third- and fourth-order statistics of the time 
waveform respectively. Bi-spectrum analysis has been shown to have wide application 
in machinery diagnostics for mechanical systems including gears, bearings, rotation 
and induction machines (Jardine et al., 2006). 
Two approaches are generally adopted to power spectrum estimation. Initially, the 
non-parametric approach, estimates the autocorrelation sequence of the signal and 
then applies a Fourier transform to this estimated sequence. The second class, the 
parametric approach, involves creating a parametric model for the signal and then 
estimating the power spectrum on the basis of the model fit. The AR and ARMA 
models, respectively, are the two most commonly used parametric spectra in 





One of the limitations of frequency-domain analysis is its inability to handle non-
stationary waveform signals, which frequently occur in the case of machinery faults. 
Thus, time-frequency analysis, which investigates waveform signals in both time and 
frequency domains, has been developed for analysing non-stationary waveform 
signals. Typically, time-frequency analysis uses time-frequency distributions, which 
represent the energy or power of waveform signals in two-dimensional functions 
including both time and frequency. This provides more accurate diagnostics by more 
clearly revealing any fault patterns. 
Short Time Fourier Transforms (STFT) or spectrogram (the power of STFT) and Wigner–
Ville distribution are the most popular time-frequency distributions. The technique of 
STFT splits the entire waveform signal into segments within a short-time window and 
then applies a Fourier transform to each of these segments. As a result of this 
segmentation, spectrogram has constraints for time-frequency resolution, meaning 
that it can only be applied to non-stationary signals with slow-changing dynamics. 
However, bi-linear transforms such as the Wigner–Ville distribution, do not involve 
signal segmentation enabling them to overcome this time–frequency resolution 
limitation. Unfortunately, bi-linear transforms also have a major disadvantage due to 
the interference terms formed by the transformation itself. This makes it difficult to 
interpret the estimated distribution. Improved transforms have been developed to 
overcome this disadvantage such as the Choi–Williams distribution. 
The analysis of engine data through time-frequency techniques relies upon both 
domains in order to generate a comprehensive illustration of engine state, explaining 




non-stationary signals of time-frequency technology include the widely used STFT and 
the wavelet transform. The STFT captures the frequency characteristics as a function, 
using a sliding window. The resulting spectra correspond with the duration of this 
window. However, the limitation between the time and frequency resolution is an 
inherent drawback of STFT.  
Another transform for time–frequency analysis is the wavelet transform. Unlike a 
time–frequency distribution, which is a time–frequency representation of a signal, 
wavelet transform is a time-scale representation of a signal. The wavelet transform is 
similar to the STFT but has been improved by achieving higher frequency and sharper 
time resolutions. Wavelet analysis can be used for constructing a normality model in 
both frequency and time. The wavelet transform represents a signal in terms of a 
family of wavelet basis functions, shifted in time and scaled in frequency. These basis 
functions are typically irregular in shape, making them suitable for the analysis of non-
stationary signals with sharp changes, and compactly supported in time, enabling 
localization‎of‎a‎signal’s‎features‎in‎time‎(Jardine‎et‎al.,‎2006;‎Clifton‎and‎Tarassenko,‎
2006). 
One of the main advantages of wavelet transform is its ability to produce a high 
frequency resolution at low frequencies and a high time resolution at high frequencies 
for signals with long duration, low frequencies and short duration, high frequencies. 
Another advantage of wavelet transform is its ability to reduce noise in raw signals. 
Wavelet theory has developed rapidly in the past decade and has wide application. It 
has been successfully applied to waveform data analysis in fault diagnostics of gears, 
bearings and other mechanical systems. Time-frequency analysis of engine data 




describing the evolution of the spectral content of a signal through time (Clifton and 
Tarassenko, 2006). Recently, more extensive applications of wavelet transform for 
signal processing in machine condition monitoring and fault diagnostics have been 
successfully attempted (Jardine et al., 2006). 
4.5 3D Finite Elements Result 
The tested power electronic device was modelled using COMSOL finite element 
software package, see Figure 4.11. 
A 3-D finite element IGBT model was derived using COMSOL Multiphysics modelling 
software to provide a simulation that can be tested and then used in a real situation. The 
heat distribution through each material was determined, as were the collector and 
emitter, all of which formed the parameters.  
The mesh size for the transistor is based on the surface area covered, with the transistor 
itself comprised of three distinct separate parts; a thin top structure, a slightly thicker 
bottom portion and the three pins which are connected to the thicker base. The whole 
structure is made of ceramics. As for its measurements, the thinner, top part of the 
transistor is 1.39mm in its thickness, with its height expressed as 6.47mm. The hole which 
appears in this structure (in the centre) has a diameter of 3.61mm. The thicker base is 
4.82mm in its thickness, with its height at 12.71mm. The length of the three metal pins 
that make up the remainder of the structure are 14.27 in length, with a thickness of 
1.52mm for each. Finally, the space separating each pin is 1.15mm, with the overall length 
and width of the entire transistor being 30.02mm and 9.66mm respectively.   
The materials modelled for the semiconductor were silicon oxide. The collector pin is 
directly attached to the case. The gate and emitter on the other hand are connected to 
wire bonds. Chip areas can also be seen in Figure 4.20 (b) for each IGBT technology. The 
heat transfer coefficient h is defined as 5 W/m
2
K over the model representing natural 
convection in heating unit. For higher current applications, heat sink model is built in rear 






Figure 4.11 Meshing processing in COMSOL 
 












5 Experimental Set up and Results 
5.1 Introduction  
The chapter begins by describing how the experimental testbed was set up to evaluate 
the practical characteristics of AE signals in PEDs, using an AE sensor and an 
appropriate data acquisition tool. Then, the results of this technical analysis are 
presented. 
5.2 Experimental set-up 
AE is a NDT that can be used to monitor IGBT modules. Compared to previous 
techniques which require hardware intervention to measure the electrical 
characteristics of PEDs, AE has the advantage of predicting their condition with 
minimal installation effort. Previous research has shown that AE has the ability to 
detect changes in the electrical characteristic in PEDs (Kärkkäinen et al., 2014a; 2014b 
2015a; 2015b). An experimental testbed was set up to measure the acoustic signal 
emitted from an IGBT module at different junction current and switching frequencies.  
A block diagram of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure ‎5-1. The actual 
experimental testbed can be seen in Figure ‎5-2. It consists of a pulse generator, a DC-
DC converter, a transducer (see ‎5.2.1), an amplifier and data acquisition equipment. 
The function of each element is as follows: The pulse generator is used to drive the 
IGBT of the DC-DC converter while the transducer is set up to capture the acoustic 
wave generated by the IGBT of the converter. An AE sensor model NS2000m (from AV 
Technology) was used to gather the data and a 40 dB amplifier amplified its outputs, as 





Figure ‎5-1: Block diagram of the experimental set-up 
 
 
Figure ‎5-2: Practical experimental set-up 
5.2.1 Ultrasound transducer 
The transformation of an ultrasound wave from sound into a signal or vice versa is 
based on a principle called the piezoelectric (pressure electricity) effect, first 
investigated by Pierre and Jacques Curie (1880). AE sensors respond to the dynamic 
motion caused by an AE event. This can be achieved through transducers that convert 
mechanical movement into an electrical voltage signal. Thus, an ultrasound transducer 
constitutes an essential part of the AE technique and ultrasound testing equipment. A 







(PZT) acts as the transducer element in an AE sensor. Through applying an electrical 
current to the crystal it is apparent that the crystal appears to change shape resulting 
in vibrations which emit soundwaves that move outwards. However, when sound or 
pressure waves hit the crystal, they produce electric current (Surgeon, 2002). 
A typical commercial transducer is shown in Figure ‎5-3 while Figure ‎5-4 shows a cross 
section of an ultrasound transducer. Transducers are selected on the basis of their 
operating frequency, sensitivity and environmental characteristics. The AE sensor 
shown in Figure 5.3 was coupled to the IGBT surface using an ultrasonic coupling gel.  
For each test condition, the LabVIEW codes collected 8 sets of data, averaged, to 
reduce random noise and to ensure repeatability. 
 
Figure ‎5-3: Photograph of an ultrasound transducer 
 




5.3 Software layer of the experimental testbed  
5.3.1 Fast Fourier Transform  
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is a widely used method of measurement in acoustics. 
It can be used to convert a complex acoustic signal down into its individual spectral 
components and to provide information about the frequencies of the waves that make 
up that signal. It has numerous applications in various types of digital signal processing, 
and is frequently used for quality control, fault analysis, and condition monitoring of 
systems or machines.  
Effectively, the‎ FFT‎ is‎ an‎ optimised‎ algorithm‎ based‎ on‎ the‎ ‘divide‎ and‎ conquer’‎
principle, to facilitate the calculation the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of a 
sequence, or its inverse (IFFT). It involves dividing the signal into two smaller signals, 
compute the DFT of the two smaller signals and then join them again to obtain the DFT 
of the original signal. The order of complexity of DFT is O(n^2) while that of FFT is 
O(n.logn) hence, FFT is faster than DFT. A signal is sampled over a period of time and 
split into its frequency components. These components consist of individual sinusoidal 
oscillations occurring at different frequencies, each of them with its own amplitude 
and phase. The FFT can reveal the frequency components of a signal, by plotting the 
amplitudes and phases of cosines and sines against their respective frequencies (Sedjić‎
et al., 2009). This transformation is illustrated in Figure ‎5-5 and shows that over the 





Figure ‎5-5 View of a signal in the time and frequency domain (source: NTI Audio) 
5.3.2 Short Time Fourier Transform  
A second calculation, known as the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT), was utilised 
in this research. This was used to establish the sinusoidal frequency and phase content 
of local sections of the acoustic signal emitted as it alters over the course of time. The 
procedure for calculating STFT involves dividing each length of time signal into shorter 
segments consisting of equal lengths. The Fourier transform is then calculated for each 
of these shorter segments individually. This procedure then reveals the Fourier 
spectrum for the separate shorter segments. These changing spectra are then usually 
plotted‎as‎a‎function‎of‎time‎(Sedjić‎et‎al.,‎2009). 
5.4 Test procedure 
Tests were carried out using the DC-DC boost converter shown in Figure ‎5-7. The 
driving signal was set up at 50% duty cycle, boosting the input voltage from 5 V to 9 V. 
The boost converter circuit and its associated printed circuit board are shown in 
Figure ‎5-6a and b respectively. For each experiment, the AE signals were recorded at 




The two output channels of the experimental set-up, namely V_ch1 and V_ch2, were 
connected to a data acquisition unit, ELVIS II (National Instrument). The sampling 
frequency of the unit was 750 kHz, which is greater than the doubled value of the 
highest switching frequency to be measured. The measurement voltage range was set 
between -1 V and 1 V, due to the low voltage level of the AE signal. National 
Instrument’s‎ LabVIEW‎ software‎ package‎ was‎ used‎ to‎ interface‎ with‎ the‎ data‎
acquisition unit.  
 
(a)    (b) 
Figure ‎5-6: (a) The NS2000m AE sensor (b) Pre-Amplifier  
 
(a)       (b) 






5.5 Results for time and frequency domains 
The experiment was carried out for two different settings: changes in switching 
frequency and the collector-emitter current (junction current) of the IGBT module. 
5.5.1 Effect of switching frequency on AE 
A set of experiments (see Figure ‎5-8) shows the AE peak at every rising and falling edge 
of the collector-emitter voltage, excited by the PWM generator with frequencies 
ranging from 10 kHz to 300 kHz. The transition effect is instant demonstrating that the 
AE signal can be applied to investigate the electrical behaviour of an IGBT. A more 
detailed view of transition stage data is shown in Figure ‎5-9. It would be useful to 






























Figure ‎5-9: Voltage level at rising edge of collector-emitter voltage and AE signal. 
5.5.2 Effect of collector-emitter current on AE 
Reducing the resistive load increases the junction current across the IGBT module. 
Interesting results can be observed at the peak of the AE signal (illustrated in 
Figure ‎5-10) which formulates a potential mathematical model for a power loss model 
as depicted in ‎5-1 Drawing on this Foster network thermal equation, Canras et al. 
(cited in Batunlu and Albarbar, 2015a) suggested that the referenced value for 𝑃𝐿(𝑡) 
can be obtained by using a datasheet, simulations or experiments. They referred to the 
power loss model cited in previous studies, which can be formulated in a 4th order 








where 𝑃𝐿(𝑡) is the function of transient power loss and 𝐼𝑐(𝑡) is the collector-emitter 
current across IGBT module.  
















































Figure ‎5-10: Power loss model against collector-emitter current and temperature in 3-D space 
To determine the effect of collector-emitter current on AE signals, several 
experimental results were obtained based on different loads, which changes the 
collector-emitter current of the experimental testbed. Five datasets were gathered 
from the collector-emitter current ranging from 0.1A to 2.0A: (a) 0.1A; (b) 0.5A; (c) 
1.0A; (d) 1.5A and (e) 2.0A. Figure ‎5-11 to Figure ‎5-15 show the AE signals at different 
collector-emitter current conditions. It can be observed that, the increase of collector-
emitter current has proportional effect to the AE amplitude. However, based on 
Figure ‎5-11, Figure ‎5-12 and Figure ‎5-13, acoustic signal amplitude in (b) is lower than 
(a). Such phenomenon has to be revised and re-evaluated in future work.  
Based on the observation, it can be used to formulate a general mathematical 
expression covering the electro-thermal behaviours of PEDs and AE signals, as 
collector-emitter current plays an important role in predicting the correct temperature 





Figure ‎5-11: Voltage amplitude of AE signal under different collector-emitter current at 10kHz 
switching frequency: (a) 0.1A; (b) 0.5A; (c) 1.0A; (d) 1.5A; (e) 2.0A.  
 
Figure ‎5-12: Voltage amplitude of AE signal under different collector-emitter current at 50kHz 
switching frequency: (a) 0.1A; (b) 0.5A; (c) 1.0A; (d) 1.5A; (e) 2.0A.  



































































































































































































































































Figure ‎5-13: Voltage amplitude of AE signal under different collector-emitter current at 100kHz 
switching frequency: (a) 0.1A; (b) 0.5A; (c) 1.0A; (d) 1.5A; (e) 2.0A.  
 
Figure ‎5-14: Voltage amplitude of AE signal under different collector-emitter current at 200kHz 
switching frequency: (a) 0.1A; (b) 0.5A; (c) 1.0A; (d) 1.5A; (e) 2.0A.  






























































































































































































































































Figure ‎5-15: Voltage amplitude of AE signal under different collector-emitter current at 300 
kHz switching frequency: (a) 0.1A; (b) 0.5A; (c) 1.0A; (d) 1.5A; (e) 2.0A.  
 
Figure ‎5-16: Increased AE peak when junction current is increased. 
 
































































































































Figure 5.16 summarise the demonstrates that when the junction current increases that 
the amplitude of AE increases, also. The relationship between the collector-emitter 
current and AE voltage peak is numerically established using nth order polynomial 
regression method. In 4th order analysis, the following equation can be expressed as 
shown: 
𝐼𝑐 = (−5.83 × 10
−7)𝐴𝑝
4 + (7.54 × 10−5)𝐴𝑝
3
+ (−3.27 × 10−3)𝐴𝑝




where 𝐼𝑐 represents junction current and 𝐴𝑝 represents AE signal peak, which can be 
automatically obtained using threshold algorithm. ‎5-2 can be substituted into ‎5-1to 
determine 𝑃𝐿. Ultimately, electro-thermal temperature can be calculated using 
equation 4.1 with 𝑃𝐿 from equation 5.1.  
5.5.3 Effect of ambient electro-thermal on AE 
An alternative set of experimental data was extracted to determine the thermal-
behaviour of AE signals. The effect of ambient temperature on the IGBT module at 






Figure ‎5-17: Voltage magnitude of AE signals against ambient temperature at 500mA collector-
emitter current.  
 
Figure ‎5-18: Standard deviation of AE signals against ambient temperature at 500mA collector-
emitter current.  























































































Figure ‎5-19: Kurtosis of AE signals against ambient temperature at 500mA collector-emitter 
current. 
 
Based on figures 5.17 to 5.19 (above), three types of statistical parameters, namely, 
magnitude, standard deviation and kurtosis were calculated from the AE signals.  
In the first one (Figure 5.17), the acoustic emission (AE) signal was measured based on 
different levels of ambient temperature by varying the AE signal at disparate 
frequencies, starting from 10Hz, going up to 50Hz, 100Hz, 200Hz, and finally 300Hz. It 
was noted that the output of the AE signal at various temperatures fluctuated 
between 200mA and 500mA. The figures also indicated that the most logical increase 
in AE signal occurred at 100Hz. All of the other frequencies tended to rise and then tail 
off as temperatures were increased. This requires further investigation as a uniform 
rise in AE signal was only achieved at one of the five frequencies tested. In the second 
diagram (figure 5.18), all of the criteria used in figure 5.17 were maintained, except 




































that the AE signal was now based on standard deviation instead of magnitude. The 
results in general showed a more logical increase in AE signal across all frequencies 
(from 10Hz to 3000Hz). From the frequencies tested, the best results achieved were at 
200Hz. Finally, in the last diagram (figure 5.19) all criteria were repeated as per figures 
5.17 and 5.18, except that the AE signal was now measured based on kurtosis. It was 
observed that at higher temperatures for kurtosis, the AE signal generally tended to 
diminish across all frequencies. In addition, it is also noted that none of the data 
produced using kurtosis can be relied upon due to the decrease in AE signal across the 
all frequencies.    
Based on the calculated parameters, it can be inferred that for all three AE signal 
measurements, changes in ambient temperature at the levels that have been tested 
have not significantly affected AE signals in a positive manner. Furthemore, AE signals 
for each measure tested (magnitude, standard deviation and kurtosis) demonstrated a 
decrease in AE signal between a range of 50-55 °C . Moreover, the switching frequency 
of the PWM signal does not contribute weighted elements in AE signals at different 
ambient temperatures.  
5.5.4 Comparisons of electro-thermal behaviour with measurement from 
temperature sensor  
To validate the predicted electro-thermal values based on an AE signal, the transient 
model was loaded into a virtual acquisition tool called LabVIEW. Figure ‎5-20 the block 
diagram consists of an equivalent thermal model of the experimental testbed, 
matching its respective 3rd order thermal Foster network. The measured AE peak was 
loaded to the LabVIEW model and the electro-thermal temperature for that particular 




LM35DZ, which continuously measures the surface temperature of the IGBT module. 
Their performance can be observed in Figure ‎5-21. The monitoring based on the AE 
signal is identical to the referenced sensor, which proves it is a potential candidate to 
investigate the behaviour of PEDs.  
 
 





Figure ‎5-21: Transient electro-thermal behaviour of IGBT measured from AE signal and 
referenced temperature sensor LM35DZ. 
 
5.6 Short-time Fourier transform analysis for AE signal 
5.6.1 Overview 
Based on the periodic characteristics of the AE signal when measuring collector-
emitter current, it is believed that a power magnitude at frequency spectrum could be 
extracted for determining accurate current level. Figure ‎5-22 shows the functional 
block diagram for the AE signal using STFT and local maxima detection.  
 
Figure ‎5-22 Functional block diagram for AE signal using STFT and local maxima detection  
A baseline wander filter was used to eliminate low frequency components, such as DC 
offset. Then a 4th order high pass Butterworth filter with a 1000 Hz cut-off frequency 










was used. The AE signal is used to measure high frequency AE, hence it is acceptable to 
reduce any noise below 1000Hz. Figure ‎5-23 shows the frequency and phase response 
of the baseline wander filter. 
 
Figure ‎5-23 Frequency and phase response of applied 4th order high pass Butterworth filter 
5.6.2 Offline fast Fourier transform analysis on AE signal 
Figure ‎5-24 to Figure ‎5-28 show the power spectrum of the AE signal under different 
collector-emitter currents, from 10kHz to 300kHz frequency. Offline FFT processing 





Figure ‎5-24 Power spectrum of AE signal under different collector-emitter current at 10kHz 










Figure ‎5-25 Power spectrum of AE signal under different collector-emitter current at 50kHz 











Figure ‎5-26 Power spectrum of AE signal under different collector-emitter current at 100kHz 










Figure ‎5-27 Power spectrum of AE signal under different collector-emitter current at 200kHz 










Figure ‎5-28 Power spectrum of AE signal under different collector-emitter current at 300kHz 
switching frequency: (a) 0.1A; (b) 0.5A; (c) 1.0A; (d) 1.5A; (e) 2.0A. 
Figure ‎5-29 shows the local maxima point of the FFT spectrum. Note that the current 
switching frequency and current has a significant impact on and positive correlation 










Figure ‎5-29 3-D mesh data of local maxima of experimental data under different conditions: 
Collector-emitter current and switching frequency. 
5.6.3 Online short-time Fourier transform analysis on AE Signal 
In order to facilitate the practical implementation of the system, an online short-time 
Fourier transform with autonomous local maxima detection has been integrated into 
the detection of electro-thermal characteristic, thus the information could be used to 
predict the operating lifetime of IGBT module. 
Figure ‎5-30 illustrates the Simulink model of the integration of the STFT module with 
the thermal model. A filtered acoustic signal is loaded as the external source from the 
MATLAB workspace, with sampling frequency of 750k Hz. A 1024-point Gaussian 
model is used in the STFT model with 64-point overlap between the transitions of 




A zero-order hold module was integrated to hold specific local extrema until the next 
cycle of STFT. These specific local extrema were then loaded into a user-defined 
MATLAB function, the formula for which is given in equation 5.1. 
An equivalent electro-thermal model, proposed by Albarbar and Batanlu (2018) was 
used to identify the real-time electro-thermal characteristic of the IGBT. It should be 
noted that this model has a default room temperature as reference temperature. In 
this case study, the default temperature was set to 25°C. 
Figure ‎5-31 to Figure ‎5-35 show the average STFT spectrum of the AE signal collected 
from collector-emitter current at different switching frequencies. Unlike FFT method in 
previous section, AE signals are windowed into several segments, and their respective 
power spectrum at different frequency is analysed. With lower number of sampled 
points, FFT resolution bin is reduced, hence reducing redundant noise in the frequency 
domain. The segmentations are then averaged to determine average STFT spectrum 
across the frequency range. 
Based on this observation, the STFT module has produced better determination of 






Figure ‎5-30 Simulink model of online STFT module with 8th order proposed thermal model. 
 
Figure ‎5-31 Average STFT spectrum for AE signal collected from a collector-emitter current at 





Figure ‎5-32 Average STFT spectrum for AE signal collected from a collector-emitter current at 
50k Hz switching frequency 
 
Figure ‎5-33 Average STFT spectrum for AE signal collected from a collector-emitter current at 





Figure ‎5-34 Average STFT spectrum for AE signal collected from a collector-emitter current at 





Figure ‎5-35 Average STFT spectrum for AE signal collected from a collector-emitter current at 
300k Hz switching frequency 
 
Figure ‎5-36 Comparison of determined temperature between reference model and proposed 
online STFT model. 
Figure ‎5-36 shows the difference between the detected temperature model of the STFT 
model and the reference model (developed from an 8th order Foster network) under a 
collector-emitter current of 0.1A at 10k Hz switching frequency. This demonstrates 
that the STFT model that was developed has the ability to perform online monitoring 
as part of a NDT strategy for PEC applications. 
5.7 Possible errors in measurement 
Despite the relatively positive results from these experiments, it is important to 
recognise that there are possible errors which may have affected the quality of the 
actual measurement. Firstly, it is possible that the measured signal consisted of AE 




interference can also act as a potential source of interference when collecting AE 
signals. 
Another possible error lies in the loss of transmission between the AE source and the 
AE signals. Currently, the AE sensor is attached closely to the PEDs. Thus, due to the 
natural characteristics of AE measurement, the AE sensor picks up surrounding AE 
which may also affect final measurement data.   
The data acquisition system, ELVIS II (National Instruments) is known to have a high 
signal-noise ratio when measuring low voltage. To compensate for these errors, 
another set of data were taken using ELVIS II in which the input channel was not 
connected to any measurement device. By doing this, it was able to eliminate the 
background noise which lies in the internal circuitry of the data acquisition system. 
Precision errors may constitute another possible source of errors. ELVIS II is limited to 
a sampling frequency of 1MHz at 16-bit resolution. Due to the precision and high 
switching frequency of the AE measurement environment, it is expected that there 
may be some information loss during the data acquisition stage. 
5.8 Summary  
This chapter presented the experimental set-up used for investigating PEDs such as the 
IGBT using AE technique. It demonstrated the possibility of using AE signals as a tool 
for condition monitoring of PEDs. The AE signals that were measured are observable; 
they do not suffer from high attenuation, noise or other type of electrical cross talk 
which could cause confusion. There are many uncertainties in physical measurements, 
such as adjacent machines, air currents and electric power fluctuations, nearby 




transmissions. The accumulated signal is significantly visible and detectable even at 
high frequency (about 300 kHz). The AE peak at the transition instance of the PWM is 
an important element for predicting electro-thermal behaviour, which is validated by a 
referenced temperature sensor. Thus, the electro-thermal temperature can be relayed 
to an effective monitoring system. 
In this experiment, the system consists of 3 sensors: 
 Temperature sensor – LM35DZ 
 Acoustic emission sensor 
 Current sensor – ACS712  
To‎ensure‎good‎quality‎measurement‎data,‎sensors’‎performance‎must be calibrated. 
LM35DZ was previously calibrated using two-point calibration method with ice-water 
bath and boiling water. In theory, ice water bath and boiling water has reference 
temperature at 0°C and 100°C. Through practical experiments, it is found that LM35DZ 
has great non-linearity performance, ±0.5°C, which is similar to its technical 
characteristics in datasheet. 
Calibration of acoustic emission sensor is much complicated compared to other 
sensors due to its measurement complexity. To carry out accurate experiment, a 
technique specified by (McLaskey and Glaser, 2012), the author run a calibration tests 
on a thick plate with two different mechanical calibration sources: ball impact and 
glass capillary fracture. This methodology managed to quantify sensor aperture effects 




moving average (ARMA) model is used to describe the performance of the sensor, thus 
retrieving sensor-induced distortion and extracted time-domain signals of the sensors. 
Current sensor ACS712 is easily calibrated through sunt resistor being applied to the 







6 Conclusions, Achievement and Future Work 
6.1 Introduction 
This final chapter of the thesis begins by considering the conclusions that can be drawn 
from this experimental study before reviewing the objectives of this research stated in 
Section 1.7.2 and evaluating its principal achievements in relation to these. It also 
considers the possible directions that future work in this field may follow. 
6.2 Conclusions 
Results showed that the AE signals that were measured are observable. Moreover, 
they do not suffer from high attenuation, noise or other type of electrical cross talk 
which would be likely to create confusion. However, there were some possible sources 
of error in the physical measurements, which may have been affected by adjacent 
machinery and electrical equipment, air currents, electric power fluctuations, static 
electricity and interference from radio and radio frequency transmissions. However, 
the accumulated signal is significantly visible and detectable even at high frequency 
(about 300 kHz). The AE peak at the transition instance of the PWM is an important 
element for predicting electro-thermal behaviour, which is validated by a referenced 
temperature sensor. Thus, the electro-thermal temperature can be relayed to an 
effective monitoring system.  
Through experiments, it is found that the AE signal has positive characteristic with 
junction current and PWM frequency. The relationship between AE signals and 
junction current was formulated as explained in Chapter 5, and it successfully quantify 
power loss and electro-thermal characteristic. The mathematical behaviour of the 




 This result is evaluated based on estimation from AE peaks through is then compare 
with referenced temperature data.  
 
Discrepancies are assumed  to be caused by thermal effect of surrounding 
environment and initial room temperature, as the simulation result by AE peak is 
heavily depend on that to estimate good result. Non-linear characteristic of 
temperature sensor is another factor that cause the difference between simulation 
and experimental data.  
6.3 Contribution of this research 
This research forms the basis of a valuable contribution to this field for four reasons. 
Firstly, it shows that AE provides a viable alternative to existing methods for 
troubleshooting IGBT failure. It also allows the cause of IGBT failure to be more quickly 
and more accurately determined than prevailing methods. Moreover, this will impact 
positively on repair times for faults as the remaining life and likely cause of failure 
could be determined using the developed AE based method presented in this thesis. 
Finally, it will allow the most suitable places and/or environments for effective use of 
AE to be determined.  
6.4 Review of objectives and achievements 
This research achieved its principal aim of investigating the acoustic characteristics of a 





To understand the working principles, topologies and roles of power electronic 
converters in photovoltaic (PV) solar power systems.  
Achievement 1 
The working principles and role of power electronic converters have been studied and 
understood as explained in Chapters One and Three. 
 
Objective 2 
To outline common failure modes for power electronic devices, in particular those 
used for PV solar power systems, condition monitoring methods used for detecting 
those failures. 
Achievement 2 
A critical survey of recent and relevant publications in this field helped to identify 
common failure modes as representing in chapter 2. 
 
Objective 3 
To design and model the DC-DC boost converter circuit using MATLAB and Simulink. 
This would provide clear understanding of their electrical behaviour and ratings. 
Achievement 3 
The thermo-acoustic behaviour of this model was explained, by drawing on equations 
relating to heat and acoustic diffusion over the converter geometry through the 






To derive a realistic finite element model for describing the thermal and acoustical 
characteristics of semiconductor switching devices used in power electronic converts. 
Achievement 4 
A realistic 3-D finite element model of the various components of a PEC consisting of 
semiconductor devices such as IGBT, diodes input/output capacitors and an inductor 
was created. The outcomes of this derived model were validated using purposely 
implemented experimental setups. The effects of the temperature variation, load, 
switching frequency and duty cycle on variations in AE were tested using a sensor and 
employing function generators, different variable load and input power generated by a 
power supply to simulate a range of operating conditions. Operational, environmental 
and loading effects on the generated AE signals were studied in detail both in time and 
frequency domains, as explained in Chapter four. 
 
Objective 5  
To design and build experimental test setup for initial thermal and acoustical data 
collection and subsequent data analysis.  
Achievement 5 
A test rig and experimental setup were designed and built in this research to evaluate 
the practical characteristics of the thermo-acoustic behaviour of AE signals in PEDs, 
using an AE sensor and an appropriate data acquisition tool. The switching operation 
of power semiconductors was observed to obtain weighted parameters, which could 




experimental results provided useful insights into the future use of AE as a NDT 
measurement tool as explained in Chapter five. 
 
6.5 Future work 
In conclusion, the results are promising and suggest that further research involving 
advanced signal processing and analysis methods such as short-time Fourier transform 
(STFT), wavelet transform and modal analysis will be fruitful. Principal component 
analysis could be used to decrease multiple statistical parameters and elicit useful 
information from the reduced dimensionality.  
To further carry out more robust experiment, more signal processing techniques and 
their parameters should be used to extract useful parameters. Wavelet transform is 
expected to be useful to determine important characteristics from AE signals through 
mother wavelet analysis. Sensors should be re-calibrated wisely to ensure better 
repeatability and accuracy. 
The gained knowledge and developed condition monitoring methodology will be 
applied to optimise the photovoltaic solar systems used at the sponsor of this PhD 
work (Royal Commission) in KSA. Exploitation of renewable energies, including solar 
energy, is one of the main elements in KSA 2030 Vision. Therefore, it is anticipated this 
work to have a very positive impact on increasing availability, life times and reducing 
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Appendix B: MATLAB Code 
%========================================================= 
% Arrangement of Experimental Data and Spectrogram 
%========================================================= 
Fc = 1000; 
Fs = 750e3; 
gauss = gausswin(512); 
 
%============ Filter ===================== 
[b,a] = butter(6,Fc/(Fs/2),'high'); 
freqz(b,a); 
 
%============ STFT for signal ===================== 
%0.65 0.8 1.1 1.35 
 
%===== TEST001 ======= 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST001A); 
[s_TEST001A, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST001A = mean(abs(s_TEST001A),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST001B * 0.65); 
[s_TEST001B, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST001B = mean(abs(s_TEST001B),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST001C * 0.8); 
[s_TEST001C, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST001C = mean(abs(s_TEST001C),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST001D * 1.1); 
[s_TEST001D, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST001D = mean(abs(s_TEST001D),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST001E * 1.35); 
[s_TEST001E, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST001E = mean(abs(s_TEST001E),2); 
 




dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST002A); 
[s_TEST002A, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST002A = mean(abs(s_TEST002A),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST002B * 0.65); 
[s_TEST002B, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST002B = mean(abs(s_TEST002B),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST002C * 0.8); 
[s_TEST002C, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST002C = mean(abs(s_TEST002C),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST002D * 1.1); 
[s_TEST002D, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST002D = mean(abs(s_TEST002D),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST002E * 1.35); 
[s_TEST002E, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST002E = mean(abs(s_TEST002E),2); 
 
%===== TEST003 ======= 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST003A); 
[s_TEST003A, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST003A = mean(abs(s_TEST003A),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST003B * 0.65); 
[s_TEST003B, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST003B = mean(abs(s_TEST003B),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST003C * 0.8); 
[s_TEST003C, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST003C = mean(abs(s_TEST003C),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST003D * 1.1); 
[s_TEST003D, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST003D = mean(abs(s_TEST003D),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST003E * 1.35); 
[s_TEST003E, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST003E = mean(abs(s_TEST003E),2); 
 
%===== TEST004 ======= 




[s_TEST004A, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST004A = mean(abs(s_TEST004A),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST004B * 0.65); 
[s_TEST004B, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST004B = mean(abs(s_TEST004B),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST004C * 0.8); 
[s_TEST004C, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST004C = mean(abs(s_TEST004C),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST004D * 1.1); 
[s_TEST004D, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST004D = mean(abs(s_TEST004D),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST004E * 1.35); 
[s_TEST004E, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST004E = mean(abs(s_TEST004E),2); 
 
%===== TEST005 ======= 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST005A); 
[s_TEST005A, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST005A = mean(abs(s_TEST005A),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST005B * 0.65); 
[s_TEST005B, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST005B = mean(abs(s_TEST005B),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST005C * 0.8); 
[s_TEST005C, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST005C = mean(abs(s_TEST005C),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST005D * 1.1); 
[s_TEST005D, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
sm_TEST005D = mean(abs(s_TEST005D),2); 
dataOut = filter(b,a,TEST005E * 1.35); 
[s_TEST005E, f, t] = spectrogram(dataOut,gauss, 64, 1024, 750e3); 
































































% FFT Subplot Graph 
%========================================================= 
[TEST005A_fft f] = accoustic_processing(TEST005A, Fs, Fc); 
[TEST005B_fft f] = accoustic_processing(TEST005B*0.65, Fs, Fc); 
[TEST005C_fft f] = accoustic_processing(TEST005C*0.8, Fs, Fc); 
[TEST005D_fft f] = accoustic_processing(TEST005D*1.1, Fs, Fc); 









































% Max plane mesh 
%========================================================= 
max_plane = zeros(5,5); 
Fs = 750000; 
Fc = 2000; 
 
max_plane(1,1) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST001A, Fs, Fc)); 




max_plane(3,1) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST001C*0.8, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(4,1) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST001D*1.1, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(5,1) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST001E*1.35, Fs, Fc)); 
 
max_plane(1,2) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST002A, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(2,2) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST002B*0.65, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(3,2) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST002C*0.8, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(4,2) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST002D*1.1, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(5,2) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST002E*1.35, Fs, Fc)); 
 
max_plane(1,3) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST003A, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(2,3) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST003B*0.65, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(3,3) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST003C*0.8, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(4,3) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST003D*1.1, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(5,3) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST003E*1.35, Fs, Fc)); 
 
max_plane(1,4) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST004A, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(2,4) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST004B*0.65, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(3,4) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST004C*0.8, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(4,4) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST004D*1.1, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(5,4) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST004E*1.35, Fs, Fc)); 
 
max_plane(1,5) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST005A, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(2,5) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST005B*0.65, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(3,5) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST005C*0.8, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(4,5) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST005D*1.1, Fs, Fc)); 
max_plane(5,5) = max(accoustic_processing(TEST005E*1.35, Fs, Fc)); 
 
A = [0.1 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0]; 
Switch_F = [10 50 100 200 300]; 
 
surf(A, Switch_F, max_plane); 
ylabel('Collector-emitter current (A)'); 
xlabel('Switching frequency (kHz)'); 
zlabel('Magnitude'); 
